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CASE 1. 26757 HISTORY: The patient was a 14-year-old male with a mass in the left 
upper forearm. It enlarged in size over a three to four month period, bul was non-tender and not 
painfuL An excision of the mass was performed. The specimen consisted of a partly sliced, 
irregularly shaped, fleshly mass of light pinkish tissue which measured about 3.5 em in diameter. 
In some a reas there was a suggestion of a ·capsule. The cut surface of the mass had a 
sem.itranslucent appearance in some areas. 

CASE 2. 27742 H ISTO R Y: A 20-year-old Hispanic female discovered a mass in her left 
buttock located close to the m.idline approximately 3 months ago. She stated the mass had grown 
in size and caused her discomfort with sitting. MRI revealed a 4 x 5 em mass associated with 
irregular spiculated margins involving the gluteus maximus muscle. Past medical history was non
contributory. Physical examination was significant for tenderness in the suprapubic region, 
fhot1gh there were no palpable masses; and the buttock mass. An excision of left buttock mass was 
performed on March 23, l995. The specimen consisted of multiple irregular fragments of dense 
tan-white fibrous tissue. The largest piece was parti~lly covered by skeletal muscle tissue and 
measured 3. 7 x 3.0 x 2.0 em.; this had on sectioning a dense white fibrous appearance. 

CASE 3. 27740 HISTORY: This 26-year-oldfemalehad progressive left n.asa.l stuffiness 
over several weeks, which had not responded tO multiple medications, including s teroid nasal 
spray, antibiotics, antihistamines, and decongestants. CT scan revealed a large intranasal mass 
with extension into the anterior ethmoid air cells. Excision of the nasal tumor was performed on 
Febmary 8, 1995. On gross exam, the specimen was a slightly firm, red-pink, irregularly-shaped 
tissue mass which measured 5.0 x 3.5 x 2..0 em in greatest djmension. Accompanying it was a 
tlat, irregularly-shaped portion of bone with pink-tan, soft tissue plating the bone, 4.0 x 2.0 x 0.7 
em in greatest dimension. Also received were a portion of pink-tan soft tissue 3.5 x l.O x 1.0 em 
in greatest dimens ion, two dark red to pink irregularly-shaped soft. tissues with the same 
appearance of the tumor, 1.5 and 1.0 em in greatest dimension. Multiple fragmeots of thin and 
irregularly-sh_aped bone were also submitted, l.O x 1.0 x 0.5 em in loose aggregate dimension. 
Serial sections of the tumor mqss revealed w.hi're-tan, hqmogenous em surfaces with red-pink, 
hemorrhagic borders. 

CASE 4. 22060 HISTORY: A 33-year-old male presented with a skin and subcutaneous 
mass of the scalp and head. The specimen consisted of 3 fragments of previously dissected gray· 
tan, rubbery tissue. some of which was covered by brown hairy skin. The tumor appeared to 
involve the epidermis in some areas. fn addition, 7 irregular fragments of tissue were received, 
which were grayish · tan, smooth, rubbery and uniform throughout. The larges t fragment 
measured 4.3 x 4.0 x 3.2 em, und wa~ partially covered by thin translucent capsule. Tn some 
areas, the skin was separated from the nodules by adipose tissue, whi le in Others, it appeared to be 
in filtrated by the p.roccss , a l though no u lcera tions were seen. 
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CASE 5. 26964 HISTORY: A 64-year old male presented with a tumor on the back. 
Grossly, the tumor was located just below the skin surface and the specimen consisted of a 
tannish, hair-bearing elliptical portion of skin that measured 6.5 x 2.8 x 0.3 em, with an 
underlying nodular, firm, tannish-white, solid area measuring 5.9 x 5.3 x 5.3 em. 

CASE 6. 27871 HISTORY: This 51-year-old female bad a small bowel carcinoid resected 
in July of this year. There had been a cul-de-sac metastasis, and she is thought to have metastatic 
carcinoid in cervical lymph nodes. A thigh mass had been present for years, not changing, not 
tender. It was removed incidentally at the time of cervical node biopsy. This specimen consisted 
or a 6.3 gram, 3.5 em greatest dimension piece of mucousy white rubbery soft tissue anached to 
strands of skeletal muscle. 

CASE 7. 27666 HISTORY: This 36 year-old otherwise healthy female was several years 
status-post removal of a mass from the left lati~simus dorsi. She had noticed a recurrent lump in 
this area, approximately 3 inches superior to the pre-existing incision, and elected for surgical 
removal. Excision of the soft tissue mass of the left chest wall was performed on August II, 
1994. The lesion was gray-tan and brown, gritty, with muscular tissue, and measured 5.0 x 4.0 x 
2.2 em. 

CASE 8. 24412 HISTORY: This 54-year-old female presented with a lesion in the left 
upper back and left axilla. The specimen consisted of a skin ellipse which measured 7.0 x 3.5 x 
up to 1.5 em. There was a rough gray-pink, slightly raised circumscribed lesion protruding from 
the epidermal surface, which measured 4.0 x 2.0 x up to 0.2 em. Sectioning revealed a reddish
gray lesion, measuring up to 0.8 em in thickness. It was surrounded by normal-appearing skin 
and subcutaneous fat. In addition, a second specimen, labeled "left axilla" was received. It 
consisted of a roughly ell iptical segment of skin which measured l.3 x 0.6 x up to 0.5 em. There 
was an ill-defined, slightly raised gray-pink nodule protruding from the center of the superior 
surface, which measured up to 0.7 em in dimension. 

CASE 9. 27593 HISTORY: This 77-year-old female presented with a mass on the left 
foot. Radiologically, the tumor did not involve the bone and was surgically "scraped off' the 
underlying bone. 

CASE 10. 26907 HISTORY: This 26-year-old male presented with a lump over his left 
shoulder joint at the site where a sebaceous cyst was removed four years prior. The mass was 
painless, without discharge or associated underlying bone pain. He underwent excision, but 
returned s ix months .later with a recurrent mass, approximately 5 em in diameter, under the surgical 
scar. It was sl ightly raised and fluctuante. This was re-excised. 

The specimen was a discoid 70 x 55 x 25 mm portion <if skin and subcutaneous tissue. 
The 40 x 8 mm e ll ipse of skin on one surface contained a healed longitudinal scar. On sectioning, 
the subcutaneous fat contained two adjacent well-demarcated dark red to tan-red, soft 
circumscribed masses, one measuring 12 mm in diameter, and the other measuring 50 x 25 x 20 
mm. Each mass extended to but did not penetrate the deep fascial membrane. 

CASE I 1. 24834 HISTORY: This 29-year-old female presented with a 3.0 em mass 
arising from the tendon sheath of the left great toe. 
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CASE 12. 27730 HISTORY: This 20-year-old male presented with a mass in his right 
thigh area. He was otherwise asymptomatic, and denied weight loss, night sweats or chills. MRl 
demonstrated a soft tissue mass. An incisional biopsy was done, and found to be consistent with a 
sarcoma. Physical exam done at the time of admission demonstrates a mid-lateral right thigh mass, 
4 x. 5 em. with increased warmth and a healed biopsy site. The mass appeared adherent to 
underlying tissue, and was non-tender. A wide local excision of right thigh sarcoma with margins 
was performed. 

The specimen was a 9.5 x 6.5 x 4.5 em portion of red-tan muscle surmounted by an 8.0 x 
2.0 em ellipse of white-tan skin. There was a 4.5 x 3.0 x 3.3 em yellow-tan, well-circumscribed 
mass located centrally, 1.0 em below the skin surface, without areas of hemorrhage or necrosis. 
The tumor did nor involve the subcutaneous tissue. The mass was located 1.5 em from the 
proximal margin, 1.5 em from the distal margin, 2.0 em from the deep margin, 2.0 em from the 
medial margin, and 1.0 em from the lateral margin; all margins were free of tumor. 

CASE 13. 25209 InSTORY: A 37-year-old Black female presented with a raised, 2.0 x 
2.0 em lesion on the left labium. An excisional biopsy was performed. Gross exam showed a tan 
piece of skin and fibroadipose tissue measuring 2.5 em in greatest dimension. There was a hard, 
white, homogeneous. nodular area occupying 80% of the cut surface. 

CASE 14. 25806 HISTORY: A 53-year-old female presented with pain in her right leg, 
down the posterior aspect, and then onto the anterior aspect Physical exam disclosed r, mass in 
the right pelvic area, slightly tender to palpation. Pelvic ultrasound revealed the mass to be 7 em in 
the right pelvis; a barium enema showed no involvement of colon; and an NP revealed no 
compression of the ureters or kidney involvement. Exploratory laparotomy and excision of the 
abdominal mass were performed. 
The specimen consisted of a lobulated firm mass which measured 11 x 10 x 5 em and weighted 
approximately 280 grams. The outer surface of the mass was partially bossilated and nodular, 
partially irregular and disrupted. Cut sectioning revealed firm, fleshy, glistening tan tissue. 
Approximately one-third of the tumor was hemorrhagic. necrotic and friable. An additional 
specimen consisted of an II x 8 x 3.3 em ovoid, flattened fragment of rubbery tissue which 
weighted I 00 grams. The external surface of the tissue was partially invested by a thin, semi
translucent membrane, and there was attached lobulated fat The surface showed a 5.5 x I .5 em 
area of disruption leading into a flattened cyst which measured 8.0 x 7.0 em. The internal surface 
of the cyst was irregular, wrinkled and varied from gray-tan to hemorrrhagic and red-purple. 
Protruding from one end of the specimen was a 2.5 em long x 1.5 em wide rubbery, gray-tan, 
cord-like structure , possibly representing a nerve. Further sectioning of the wall of the tumor 
revealed rubbery, gray-tan to slightly softer, yellow-tan tissue throughout the areas of yellow 
softening and necrosis. The wall of the tumor ranged from .2 to 1.8 em thick. 

CASE 15. 26060 HISTORY: A 67-year-old white female noted gradual "swelling" of the 
left hip for a 5 month duration. A cr revealed a mass involving the left anterior thigh. A needle 
biopsy was performed, followed by definitive resection. · 

On gross exam, the specimen consisted of a 600 gram, 17 x 17 x 6.5 em mass composed 
over 90% of adherent tumor nodules, and rare identifiable structures, including fascia and skeletal 
muscle. Tumor nodules varied from myxoid to firm, white-tan and were separated by thin fibrous 
septae. Fascia bounded the tumor inferiorly. Skeletal muscle was presem in a thin rim along one 
edge. A separate mass of tumor weighing 30 grams and measuring 4.5 x 4.0 x 2.0 em was also 
submitted. The tumor grossly involved the deep and lateral margins of resection. with only a thin 
band of fibrous tissue surrounding it. Post-operatively, the patient received irradiation for 5 
weeks. Because of a past history of congestive heart failure. chemotherapy with adriamycin was 
not used. 
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CASE 16. 27941 IDSTORY: A 75-year-old female presented with acute abdominal 
catastrophe, bleeding intraperitoneally with increasing abdominal size. Her hemoglobin was 6.8 
on admission, with a low blood pressure. CT scan revealed a 20 em mass in her left lower 
quadrant. An exploratory laparotomy, sigmoid colectomy with primary anastomosis, and 
gastrostomy tube placement were performed. The specimen of sigmoid colon and mesentery 
contained a large hemorrhagic soft tan and mostly necrotic tumor located in the mesenteric fat, in 
aggregate measuring 15 x 15 x I 0 em. The tumor extended through the mesenteric fat to the 
serosal surface. The colonic mucosa had a normal mucosal pattern. Further sections showed a 
predominantly gelatinous mass of tissue. No discrete lymph nodes were identified in the 
pericolonic fatty tissue. 

CASE 17. 26417 HISTORY: A 27-year-old Hispanic male initially presented with a large 
deformity of the mandible, especially on the Jigbt side. He bad previously undergone antibiotic 
treatment of what was thought to be an abscess while living in Mexico. He was reevaluated in this 
country and told that this might be a tumor. An oral surgeon did a biopsy, which confirmed 
malignancy. Physical examination of the oral cavity revealed a large mass which was arising from 
the floor of the mouth and pushing the tongue up and backwards. The mass was involving the 
entire mandible and floor of the mouth, more on the left side than on th.e right. 

On gross exam, the specimen weighed 316 grams, and showed an overall dimension of 12 
x 9 x 7 em. The specimen included mandible with molar teeth, and showed a large fungating 
tumor mass which occupied !he mid-ponion of the specimen, including the entire area between the 
symphysis oflhe mandible. The tumor mass measured a maximum of7 x 7.5 em and was roughly 
spherical in configuration. Molar teeth were present on the right and left sides. The submaxillary 
salivary glands were also included, as well as some hyoid membranous tissue and lymph node 
tissue. The platisma muscle was included at tbe base. In the mid-portion, ar the superior surface, 
the specimen was ulcerated and showed a 2.0 x l.5 em grayish-red protruding area. Sectioning 
through the tumor itself showed a lobulated grayish-white appearance. The tumor mass was quite 
extensive, and in the midline, near the fungating nodule, there were zones of mahogany red blood 
clot and reddish-tan hemorrhage. A yellow soft grumous area of necrosis was also noted grossly. 

CASE 18. 27639 HISTORY : This 42-year-old male presented with an occipital mass. The 
specimen consisted of a soft tan mass which measured 2.5 em in diameter. 

CASE 19. 26175 HISTORY: A 41-year-old white male presented with a chief complaint of 
a painless rapidly enlarging left thigh mass which had been present for 8 months. There was no 
history of trauma. Physical exam revealed a firm subcutaneous mass measuring 16 em in greatest 
dimension. There was no palpable lymphadenopathy. CT scan showed a solid soft tissue mass 
with a central area of necrosis. An open biopsy was performed on 12/30/87. Wide local excision 
was performed on l/14/88. Received fresh was an encapsulated firm mass with an overlying 
ellipse of tan-white skin, and a ponion of attached red-brown muscle. The specimen weighed 835 
grams and the mass measured 16 x I 0.5 x 7 em. The capsule is composed of thick fibrous ~bite 
tissue. The cut surface bulged above the capsule and showed numerous nodules of tan-while to 
pink-tan mucoid soft tissue with a central area of green yellow cystic degeneration. 

CASE 20. 27720 HISTORY: A 62 year old man had a 5 year history of increasing right 
scrotal swelling. There was no prior history of cancer. The right paratesticular mass was resected. 
The en block resection weighted I 070 grams and included spermatic cord, testicle and soft tissue 
overlying a large bosselated mass. The distal spermatic cord was wilhout gross abnormalities. 
More proximally, the spermatic cord was enveloped by the mass and difficult to identify. The 
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bosselated mass measured 18 x 7 x 17 em and did not grossly perforate the surrounding soft tissue 
nor did it involve the testicle or head of the epididymis. On sectioning, the mass consisted of 
multiple nodules of a variegated appearance, ranging from translucent and myxoid (10%) to firm, 
medium pink-tan with areas of white fibrosis (60%) and a gritty texture on cut section. These 
nodules ranged up to 7 em in diameter and in many areas were confluent. The surrounding tissue 
was pale yellow lobulated adipose tissue of variable thickness. The inked soft tissue margin 
juxtaposed adipose tissue, in no areas directly overlying the finn tumor nodules. The gross 
estimate of necrosis volume was less than 5%. 

CASE 21. 27705 HISTORY: This 67-year-old male who had no previous history of 
seeking medical care due to religious beliefs first presented with a lump in the right breast near the 
axillary area, noticed 14 months earlier. He stated that it began as a small nodule near the tail of the 
breast, but had noted a rather rapid enlargement of the mass beginning in March 1994. About 1 
month prior to biopsy, the mass began draining and bad become painful about I month prior to 
that. The patiem stated that the mass had enlarged to the point where he could no longer lower his 
right arm. Past medical history was significant for an empyema secondary to pneumonia which 
was drained, at age 8. A partial right chest wall resection and axillary dissection, with 
reconstruction with a right latissimus myocutaneous flap and multiple split-thickness skin graftS 
[rom both thighs were performed on February 3, 1995. 

This 3,838 gram specimen included a portion of chest wall that, from inferolateral to 
superomedial, measured 38 em and 90 degrees to that measured 26 em. The specimen measured 
from the skin surface 13 em in depth, but total depth from the top was roughly 19 em. Occupying 
most of the specimen was a pink-white, fleshly mass which protruded from the surface of the skin. 
The fungating mass consisted of multiple lobules which were necrotic and gray-red. These 
protruded up to 6.0 em above the skin surface. On the deep margin, there was a portion of axillary 
contents. Also OQ ti:!e deep mnrgin medially, almost directly underneath the nipple, there was a _ 
small white nodule not covered by fascia or muscle. There was a separate large lobule of tumor in 
the axillary fat that measured 8 x 7 x 3.5 em, which may have been a lymph node. 
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CASE 1. 26757 Nodular Fasciitis, cellular 
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HISTORY: The patient was a 14-year-old male with a mass in the left upper forearm. It enlarged 
in size over a three to four month period, but was non-tender and not painful. An excision of the mass 
was performed. The specimen consisted of a partly sliced, irregularly shaped, fleshly mass of light 
pinkish tissue which measured about 3.5 em in diameter. In some areas there was a suggestion of a 
capsule. The cut surface of the mass had a semi translucent appearance in some areas. 
ADDITIONAL HX: Blunt injury : according to the patient, he was hit during an altercation with 
some of his colleagues. He stated that a few days after being hit he noted a small lump. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Fibrous histiocytoma 
Fibromatosis 
Neurofibroma 

Leiomyosarcoma 
Nodular fasciitis 
Fibrosarcoma 

Immunohistochemical 
Desmin 
HHF35 + 
SMActin ++ 
Myoglob. 

Results 
SIOO 
HMB45 
F13a 
CD68 

CD34 -
CD31 
FVIII 
EMA 

It is imponant to note that these results, while suggestive of a smooth muscle lesion, are also 
completely consistent with nodular fasciitis- the lesion of myofibroblasts. NF is consistently positive 
w.itb alpha smooth muscle actin (SMA> as well as HHF35, although less frequently. While this is 
known to occur in myofibroblastic lesions like this wound-like reaction, such results have caused 
mjsdjagnosis as leiomyosarcoma. 

Nodular Fasciitis (NF): NF is the classic example of an important dictum: non-malignant 
reactive lesions may be quite mitotically active and thus mitoses are to be ignored and malignancy not 
pronounced until the nature of the lesion is decided. Characterized by its extremely rapid growth 
(more so than the usual sarcoma), NF achieves its small size of 2-3 em in a matter of weeks; only 
rarely are lesions larger or of longer duration (3 mo. - I yr.). This is a very important aspect of the 
gross appearance - the small size -over 70 % are less than 2 em and only 8 % greater than 5 em. 
Usually well circumscribed, NF is often tan to greyish-white with a slimy or myxoid appearance; it is 
not distinctive from other tumors grossly. 

In the usual or typical type ofNF, there are 6 key histologic findings: I) Low power view
most, but not all, cases display a zonation effect or maturation from the center (hypocellolar or 



hyalinized) to the periphery (hypeccellular with inflammatory cells, vessels); in between, a loose 
myxoid area is populated by spindly cells. Significantly, the lesion is deep and just above the muscle 
layer with the lateral thick bands of collagen representing the fascial layer; 2) Predominate cell -
variably sized spindle-shaped cells with large oval nuclei, small nucleoli, and long cytoplasmic 
processes; the cells are loosely arranged in a "tissue culture" like manner and true pleomorphism is 
lacking; 3) Cell panem - while most cases have a random panem, some will contain storioform areas, 
interconnecting bundles, myxoid areas, hyalinized areas, or cystic areas focally, even in the same 
lesion; 4) Inflammatory component -lymphocytes and monocytes are practically always present to 
some degree; scattered mast cells and histiocytic giant cells can be seen; plasma cells and neutrophils 
are rare and large numbers of these should cause alarm as they are a common component of other 
lesions such as Inflammatory Fibrous Histiocytoma.; 5) Red cells - scattered RBC's are often seen and 
may superficially remind one of Kaposi's sarcoma; however, the pattern is different and hemosiderin 
is hardly ever found; 6) Mitoses- mitotic activity is variable but most cases contain 1-2 per 5 hpf; 
lesions with over the upper limit of 1/hpf should be viewed with caution and may represent a malignant 
process. 

Variants or Subtypes: Although mlll,ly authors group NF into a variety of subtypes (for 
example, Allen discussed 12 different variant types), perhaps the simplest and most useful such 
subclassification has been that of Bernstein and Lanes. They divide NF into 5 subtypes: 1) the J.!lil!.lll 
~described above; 2) the reactive~ - with its radially oriented vessels around a central loose area 
(corresponding to the "repair" variant of Allen); 3) the cellular tvne -(seen here) with no zonation 
effect resembling fibrous histiocytoma; 4) a metaplastic Mle - these show focal osteoid or chondroid 
metaplasia; and 5) the proliferative O£pe- which is the same as "proliferative fasciitis" described by 
others, and which they and others believe is part of the spectrum of NF. Nevertheless, this type, 
unlike NF, occurs in patients over the age of 50. More recently, Shimizu eta!. (1984) analyzed 250 
cases and noted that the three subtypes they described were definitely temporally related to lesion 
duration: the myxoid type was associated with a short history, the cellular type intermediate, and the 
fibrous type with the longest duration. The cellular type is recognized by the presence of 
focal myxoid and loose areas forming "microcysts", its circumscription, and its deep 
subcutaneous location. 

Natural History: NF is clearly a reactive and non-recurrent lesion as demonstrated by 
Bernstein and Lattes. Of their 134 cases, all of the recurrent cases (18) were re-diagnosed as 
something else upon review. Even partially excised NF did not recur in that study. Shimizu reported 
only one well documented recurrence (within one month) in 250 cases. This author has seen at least 2 
recurrent cases, one on the vulva which bad been only partially excised. 
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Proliferative peribursitis: another r eactive lesion This is the name given to an 
angiomyxoid tumor-like mass occurring near joints and ligaments. While this lesion does not have a 
classic zonation panem, it does exhibit organization into vascular and non-vascular regions. Clusters 
of vessels sometimes in a nodular configuration occupy the myxoid substance along with actin-positive 
spindle cells with bipolar and stellate shapes. Similar to other reactive lesions, small numbers of 
lymphocytes and histiocytes are found and Uie spindled cells are evenly dispersed throughout. 
Sometimes small rounded histiocytes contain vacuoles and can mimick lipoblasts. Many lesions 
contain cysts some of which resemble ganglion cysts while others have a definite synovial lining. 
Dense scarring may also be present. This highly vascular lesion is different from the hypovascular 
juxta-articular myxoma and is mistaken for myxoid liposarcoma; it is distinguished from liposarcoma 
by its variability from area to area, the lack of lipoblasts, and by the stellate nature of the putative 
myofibroblasts causing it. While it can be seen in any age group, proliferative peri bursitis typically 
presents as a complication of previous joint disease (degenerative joint disease, ruptured ganglion cyst) 
and multiple dislocations or external trauma have been nored in these patients. 

Brooks JJ. Proliferative peribursitis: a pseudosarcoma with angiomyxoid features occurring near joints and ligaments. 
Diag Surg Pathol Chapter on Soft Tissue Tumors, 1993. 



CASE 2. 27742 Fibromatosis, Desmoid 

HISTORY: A 20-year-old Hispanic female discovered a mass in her left buttock located close to the 
midline approximately 3 months ago. She stated the mass had grown in size and caused her 
discomfort with sitting. MRI revealed a 4 x 5 cm.mass associated with irregular spiculated margins 
involving the gluteus maximus muscle. Past medical history was non-contributory. Physical 
examination was significant for tenderness in the suprapuoic region, though there were no palpable 
masses; and the buttock mass. An excision of left buttock mass was performed on March 23, 1995. 
The specimen consisted of multiple irregular fragments of dense tan-white fibrous tissue. The largest 
piece was partially covered by skeletal muscle tissue and measured 3.7 x 3.0 x 2.0 em.; this had on 
sectioning a dense white fibrous appearance. 

Differ ential Diagnosis 
Neurofibroma 
Healing scar 
Fibromatosis 
Fibrosarcoma, well diff. 
Fibromyxoid sarcoma (Evans) 

I mmunohistochemical 
Desmi.n 
HHF35 +f 
SMActin + 
Myoglob. 

Results 
SIOO 
HMB45 
F13a 
CD68 

CD34 -
CD31 
FVTII 
EMA 

Note the presence of actin, particularly SMA, which is very common in fibromatosis. An important 
negative is CD34, excluding solitary fibrous tumor. The negative SlOO excludes neurofibroma. 

Fibromatosis A variety of fibromatoses occur in the adult and the lesions are sometimes 
misdiagnosed; occasional problems arise with very cellular forms, when mitoses appear increased, or 
the .lesion takes on a neural-like appearance with wavy nuclei. Those occurring on the hands and feet 
appear as cellular fibrotic lesions with variable amounts of collagen. Although they are frequently 
multi-nodular, a single dominant nodule may be presem. As opposed to scars, the proliferation is 
uniform, relatively hypovascular, and lacks hemosiderin. In the desmoid fibromatosis, the cellular 
appearance is typical: in most areas, the cells have a bipolar nature with extremely scanty cytopl!ISm 
and a· thin but oval pointed nucleus. In certain regions where the cells are cut in a parallel plane, the 
cells are polygonal and the periphery of the cytoplasm appears to merge imperceptively 
with the surrounding collagen, indicating an intimate relationship with it and identifying the cells 
as fibroblastic in nature. Infiltration of surrounding tissues is typical. The fibromatoses as a rule have 
cells quite evenly scattered and the overall cellulariry is low to intermediate in narute. In other words, 
cellularity is never marked and the cells rarely touch one another; this in itself is a rule about 
(myo)fibroblasts - they occur singly. Mitoses are usually not identified. The abdominal and 
pelvic fibromatoses occur almost exclusively in females .and some of these are hormonally responsive 
as mentioned above; these may be quite myxoid in appearance. In Gardner's syndrome, it is common 
for the fibromatosis to be mesenteric and post-operative. 

Fibromatosis: Locally Agressive Lesion 
Characte.ristic Histology 
Cells: Distributed as Single cells 

Uniform, No oundles or pleomorphism 
Myofibroblasts = Stellate or multipolar 
Cytoplasm merges with collagen 
Occasionally wavy nuclei (neurofibroma) 

Background: Continuous sheet of collagen 



No thin bands of collagen (SFr) 
Occasional Keloid like collagen 

Mitoses: rare, usually < 1/10 hpf (>5/lO consider WD fibrosarcoma) 
Local recurrence: high 
Therapy: different from DDx tumors like neurofibroma, SFT 

Fibromatosis often recurs, but if left alone, it may solidify and stop growing. There is disagreement 
about the ultimate treatment: some recommend only an initial excision followed by observation in the 
hope that growth cessation may occur; others recommend radiotherapy which in the past had long term 
untoward consequences - probably because bulk disease was being irradiated. 
Prediction of recurrence in fibromatosis is difficult but is more common in Gardner's syndrome 
cases and more common if the lesion Js myxoid and has increased vessels. 

Low Grade or Well Differentiated Fibrosarcoma In the adult, the distinction between an 
aggressive fibromatosis and low grade fibrosarcoma is based upon mitotic rate; any significant and 
consistent mitotic rate above 5/10 hpf in a fibroblastic tumor warrants its designation as a low grade 
fibrosarcoma. Congenital and infantile forms of fibromatosis are highly cellular, mitotically active, 
and mimick fibrosarcoma. 

Desmoid/Fibromatosis -Cytogenetics 
Telomeric associations common (seen in MFH) 
Loss of Y (seen in Dupytren's, Peyronies [trisomy 8]) 
Abnormalities of 5q 

with and without F AP/Gardner's 
interstitial deletions of 5ql3-q31 
APC gene ofFAP = 5q21-22 
suggests APC plays role in genesis of desmoids 

Low Grade Fibromyxoid Sarcoma of Evans Similar in appearance to both fibromatosis and a 
nerve sheath rumor, this deceptively bland sclerosing lesion metastasizes. Of the two or three cases 
originally reponed all have been females and the metastatic lesions appear years after the removal of a 
primary rumor. A slight whirling and partially storiform appearance is noted and areas may be 
extremely hypocellular. The cells are small and spindly and occasionally the nuclei are bent and wavy. 
However, the lesion is SlOO negative and mitotic activity in the primary lesion can be extremely low. 
This entity should be thought of whenever an unusual appearing fibromatosis or neurofibroma is 
suspected. 

Evans latest report has an equal male to female ratio, multiple different sites, and 7 cases with 
distant metastases. 

Fibromyxoid Sarcoma 
Pattern: hypocellular, slight swirling 
Histology: elongated nuclei, occasionally wavy 
Mitoses: extremely low 
Irrununohistochemistry: S 100 negative 
Differential Diagnosis: fibromatosis, nerve sheath tumor 
Biology: metastases after long intervals 

Desmoplastic fibroblastoma This is a new entity described by Evans which may mimic 
fibromatosis, although the significance of the distinction awaits further study. 
Evans Ht: Desmoplastic fibroblastoma- A report of seven cases. Am I Surg Pathol 19:1077· !081, 1995. 
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CASE 3. 27740 Solitary Fibrous Tumor, nasal cavity 

HISTORY: This 26-year-old female had progressive left nasal stuffiness over several weeks, which 
had not responded to multiple medications, including steroid nasal spray, antibiotics, antihistamines, 
and decongestants. CT scan revealed a large Intranasal mass with extension into the anterior ethmoid 
air cells. Excision of the nasal tumor was performed on February 8, 1995. On gross exam, the 
specimen was a slightly flrm, red-pink, irregularly-shaped tissue mass which measured 5.0 x 3.5 x 
2.0 em in greatest dimension. Accompanying it was a flat, irregularly-shaped portion of bone with 
pink-tan, soft tissue plating the bone, 4.0 x 2.0 x 0.7 em in greatest dimension. Also received were a 
portion of pink-laO soft tissue 3.5 x 1.0 x 1.0 em in greatest dimension, two dark red to pink 
irregularly-shaped soft tissues with the same appearance of the tumor, 1.5 and 1.0 em in greatest 
dimension. Multiple fragments of thin and irregularly-shaped bone were also submitted, 1.0 x 1.0 x 
0.5 em in loose aggregate dimension. Serial sections ofthe tumor mass revealed white-tan, 
homogenous cut surfaces with red-pink, hemorrhagic borders. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Fibromatosis 
Neurofibroma 
Solitary fibrous tumor (SFT) 
Hemangiopericytoma (HPC) 
Fibrosarcoma, well diff. 

This case raises several differential diagnostic possibilities: low grade fibrosarcoma (but no mitoses or 
herringbone pattern), fibromatosis (but the collagen pattern in fibromatosis is that of a smooth bed in 
most areas, and the ceUs are larger), a nerve sheath tumor, and bemangiopericytoma (which must have 
the HPC pattern throughout; interestingly, HPC is CD34 positive as is SFT). 

Immunoh.istochemical 
Desmin 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. + 

Results - this case 
S lOO 
HMB45 
Fl3a 
CD68 
MIC2 

CD34 ++ 
CD31 
FVm -
EMA 
CK-AE -

These results fail to support a diagnosis of fibromatosis (SMA-) or nerve sheath tumor (S 100-). With 
CD34 being the only positive reaction, a solitary fibrous tumor is confirmed. 

Solitary Fibrous Tumor (SFT) Tumors described originally as localized fibrous mesothelioma 
have come to be known as "solitary fibrous tumors" (SFT), since it seems clear they are not of 
mesothelial origin. SFT develop not only from the pleura, but also near other serosal surfaces such as 
pericardium, peritoneum, and liver. They may appear to arise from the retroperitoneum as well. 
lmportantly, they can occur without an association to a serosal surface as in the mediastinum, nasal 
cavity, orbit, and thyroid. They seem to belong to the category of myofibroblastic tumors since some 
authors describe histologic identity to previously describe.d breast tumors ("myofibroblastomas"), 
because they rarely express actin (and desrnin), and because they have (myo-)fibroblastic 
ultraStructural 'features. Regardless of location, they are identical histologically to those in the pleura: 
they are composed of non-descript spindle-cells dispersed among elongated thin collagen fibers in a 
"patternless" pattern. Actually, the parallel arrangement of the thin collagen bundles js a verv 
characteristic design. The nuclei are bland and mitoses are difficult to flnd in the average case. Foci of 
storiform or hemangiopericytomatous growth are typical. In a DNA flow cytometry study on 14 cases 
of pleural SFT, all tumors were diploid had a low proliferative index. Sarcoma is in the differential 
diagnosis and needle biopsies may be misinterpreted as fibrosarcoma for example, as was tnJe here. 

Inununohistochernically, the tumors are typically vimentin-positive and cytokeratin-negative. 
While rare cases in the pleura have stained with muscle markers such as muscle-specific actin and 



des min. !his was not noted in the nasal cases. The tumors were also typically S 100 -negative. Of very 
practical value is the consistent presence of CD34 immunoreactivity, described recently by 
multiple authors including Dorfman and Van de Rijn. Such a result would help exclude fibromatosis 
(CD34 negative) in odd soft tissue sites; also fibrosarcoma is said to be CD34 negative as well. 

Malignant SFT, which may mimic a variety of sarcomas including MFH and 
fibrosarcomatous mesothelioma, have been described and criteria defined by several groups including 
Carter and Otis, England et al., Okike et al., and Hanau & Miettinen. Briefly, rumors with 
pleomorphism, increased cellularity, mitotic activity >4/10 hpf, with hemorrhage and necrosis are 
considered malignant, possibly signifying a more aggressive course. However, these criteria do not 
always predict the patient's course; in particular, those pleural lesions which are pedunculated do well 
regardless of such findings. This likely accounts for the 45% cure rate of all malignant pleural SFT. 
As these factors were also applicable to rumors in the mediastinum, Witkin and Rosai recommend that 
the same criteria be provisionally applied to SFT in other locations in order to predict biologic 
behavior. 
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CASE 4. 22060 Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) 

HISTORY: A 33-year-old male presented with a skin and subcutaneous mass of the scalp and head. 
The specimen consisted of 3 fragments of previously dissected gray-tan, rubbery tissue, some of 
which was covered by brown hairy skin. The tumor appeared to involve the epidermis in some areas. 
In addition, 7 irregular fragments of tissue were received, which were grayish -tan, smooth, rubbery 
and uniform throughout. The largest fragment measured 4.3 x 4.0 x 3.2 em, and was partially · 
covered· by thin translucent capsule. In some areas, the skin was separated from the nodules by 
adipose tissue, while in others, it appeared to be infiltrated by the process, although no ulcerations 
were seen. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Neurofibroma 
Fibrous histiocytoma 
Atypical fibroxanthorna (AFX) 
Dermatofibrosarcoma (DFSP), with or ~¥ithout giant cell fibroblastoma 
Melanoma, spindle cell 

AFX must be pleomorphic and is excluded on that basis here. Neurofibroma, while simulating the 
wavy cells in this case, tends to be looser and without the storiforrn pattern present throughout this 
lesion. Spindle cell melanoma has a plumper cytoplasm and larger nuclei; also it displays a separated 
bundle pattern not seen here. The main differential diagnosis is between DFSP and BFH (benign 
fibrous histiocytOma) - see below. 

Immunohistochemical Results - this case 
Desmin SlOO 
HHF35 HMB45 
SMActin F 13a 
Myoglob. CD68 

CD34 ++ 
CD3l 
FVIII 
Bv1A 

The irnmunoprofile of CD34+/Fl3a- is most consistent with DFSP; melanoma excluded by S 100-. 

Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) This tumor is quite similar in appearance to 
ordinary Fibrous Histiocytoma. Indeed it is the storiforrn tumor par excellence. This pattern is 
basically present throughout the lesion, which is ordinarily fairly cellular. The lesion is 
characteristically large and produces bulges in the overlying skin and a thick plaque-like lesion. In 
general, only lesions which have recurred multiple times ultimately metastasize, often after a histologic 
change to a fibrosarcoma or an MFH-like lesion. Recently, a myxoid variant bas been described; 
although this raises the differential diagnosis of other myxoid lesions, the myxoid DFSP is quite 
superficial, again infiltrating just below the epidermis. This position alone should lead one to question 
the diagnosis of liposarcoma, which it mimicks. It may contain characteristic storiform areas which 
are not myxoid, aiding in the diagnosis. 

DFSP is a locally recurrent lesion with metastases appearing only after multiple uncontrolled 
recurrences; if completely resected the first time, the prognosis is good. 
Differential diagnosis: D:fSP vs BFH: As these are both locally recurring skin lesions of 
similar histogenesis, this difference is not critical for the biology of the lesion. Nonetheless, it is 
important not to give someone a sarcoma diagnosis if unnecessary. Both entities have the storiforrn 
pattern, an infiltrating lateral border, and similar cellular features. However, DFSP ordinarily must be 
large (>3cm), nearly touch the overlying epidermis, often a spreading plaque, and without epithelial 
hyperplasia. The term "fibrous histiocytoma" should be used for lesions which are small ( l-2cm), 
superficial, with a rounded overall contour, and epithelial hyperplasia is common; there is no 
boscillated bulging cutaneous surface nor flat plaque-like· appearance. The inftltrating border, even to 
the point of subcutaneous fatty infiltration, is a feature shared in common with DFSP, but unlike 
OFSP where the fatty inflltration is usually extensive, that in BFH is incipient- surrounding the first 



few fat cells. 
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Giant Cell Fibroblastoma & Relation to DFSP These superficial tumors occur mainly in very 
young male patients (less than 10 years of age) and may be found in a variety of locations. Frequently 
misiJlken for a sarcoma, this rare fibroblastic tumor is highly sclerotic and hypocellular with highly 
atypical cells scattered about. In some cases, regions may be quite cellular with prominent thick 
walled vessels. Adipose tissue is often present scattered throughout. One tell-tale characteristic is the 
formation of very wide vascular-like spaces which are incompletely lined by the fibroblastic cells 
(Factor VIII negative and non-endol.helial). The lesion may resemble a neurofibroma with ancient 
change, a liposarcoma (lacking capillary vascularity) or a peculiar angiosarcoma (but the huge spaces 
are unusual and only incompletely lined). About half the patients experience local recurrence but no 
metaStases have occurred. Recently, Smookler et al. have proposed this to be a variant of DFSP found 
in childhood; it has recently acquired the designation of "childhood dermatofibrosarcoma proruberans 
(DFSP)" because occasional cases show zones consistent with that storiforming adult tumor and adult 
DFSP may contain GCF-like areas. 
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CASE 5. 26964 DFPS with fibrosarcomatous transformation 

HISTORY: A 64-year old male presented with a tumor on the back. Grossly, the tumor was 
located just below the skin surface and the specimen consisted of a tannish, hair-bearing elliptical 
portion of skin that measured 6.5 x 2.8 x 0.3 em, with an underlying nodular, fmn, tannish-white, 
solid area measuring 5.9 x 5.3 x 5.3 em. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Fibrous histiocytoma 
Atypical fibroxanthoma (AFX) 
Dermatofibrosarcoma (DFSP) 
DFSP with fibrosarcoma 
Malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH) 
Melanoma, spindle cell 

Immunohistochemical 
Des min 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 

Results 
SlOO 
HMB45 
Fl3a 
CD68 
MIC2 

CD34 ++ 
CD31 
FVm 
ENIA 
CK-AE 

Note the CD34 reactivity of this type of fibrosarcomatous tJransformation, similar to DFSP itself 
(Goldblum). 

Progression of DFSP DFSP may progress or transform to either fibrosarcoma or MFH, either in 
a primary tumor or as a recurrence. Such high grade pathology may lead to clinical aggression or 
metastases, but that is .not always the case. 
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study of nine cases and a comparison with allied tumors. Cancer 19&9; 64:721-729. 

Goldblum JR: CD34 positivity in fibrosarcomas which arise in.dermatotibrosarcoma protuberans. Arch Pathol Lab Med 
119:238-241, !995. 



CASE 6. 27871 Intramuscular Myxoma 

HISTORY: This 51-year-old female had a small bowel carcinoid resected in July of this year. 
There had been a cul-de-sac metastasis, and she is thought to have metastatic carcinoid in cervical 
lymph nodes. A thigh mass had been present for years, not changing, not tender. It was removed 
incidentally at the time of cervical node biopsy. This specimen consisted or a 6.3 gram, 3 .5 em 
greatest dimension piece of mucousy white rubbery soft tissue attached to strands of skeletal muscle. 

Differential Diagn os is 
Myxoma,IM 
Myxoma, juxtaarticular 
Neurofibroma 
Angiomyxoma 
Angiomyxoid reaction (peribursitis) 
Fibromyxoid sarcoma (Evans) 
Myxofibrosarcoma (Gr 0.5 MFH) 

Immunohistochemical 
Des min 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 

Results 
SIOO 
IDvffi45 
Fl3a 
CD68 

ANGIOMYXOID LESIONS 

CD34 + 
CD31 
FVlli 
EMA 

These lesions present as a distinct category morphologically, having an overall myxoid 
background, variable and some times characteristic vascularity ("angiomyxoid"), and variable 
cellularity. It is helpful to note comparative histologic features. The entities found here include: 

I umor Nodules Y~SS!liS Cellul!l[ eJsoQilll!l!llb .Mitose§ !HC 
Myxoma Single=S +1- +1- - (+I-) Myoid+/-

. Angiomyxoma, sup. Multiple=M + + +1-
Angiomyxoma, agg. Single + + +1- Myoid+/-
Angiomyofibroblastoma Single + + +1- Des+,MSA-
Myxofibrosarcoma Sor M + + + + 
MyxoidMFH S orM ++ +++ ++ ++ Myoid+/-
Myxoid Liposarc S orM ++"' ++ + S!OO 

[The vessels of myxoid liposarcoma are very thin capillaries & grow in small arcs, angles; 
the vessels of all the others are similar= thicker due to prominent pericytic layer, grow 
in larger arcs, are more dispersed. Key point regarding vessels for this group is that 
"thick" does not have the same connotation as in nerve sheath tumors where it means 
"invested by sclerosis".] 

Myxoma, intramuscular The IM myxoma is avascular to bypovascular. extremely hypocellular, 
and is usually uninodular. Typical locations for the myxoma include several sites: the heart (cardiac 
myxoma), the jaw (myxoma of bone), and the soft tissue intramuscular location (commonly found 
in the extremities with the thigh the most common site. The 1M myxoma presents clinically as a mass, 
and is occasionally described as "rapidly growing". Perhaps this is due to the sudden accumulation of 
the myxoid ground substance, probably a mixture of various proteoglycans. The differential diagnosis 
includes nerve sheath myxoma (which shows aggregates of cells in small groups with epithelioid 
appelll'llnce and scattered giant cells), myxoid liposarcoma (which is a vascularized tumor). myxoid 
nerve sheath tumor (which contains a peripheral rim of intact spindly tumor}, and myxoid 
chondrosarcoma (which contains strings of eosinophilic cells with granular cytoplasm in a multi
nodular configuration). 



Myxoma, Juxta-articular In this lesion, vessels are also not prominent although the cellularity 
may be increased. These.are found mainly around the knee arid other large joims. 

Me is JM, Enzinger FM: Juxta-articular myxoma: A clinical and pathologic study of 65 cases. Hum Pathol 23:639-646 .. 
1992. 

Angiomyofibr.oblastoma 
Fletcher CDM, Tsang WYW, Fisher C. Lee KC, Chan JKC: Angiomyofibroblastoma of the. vulva: A benign neoplasm 

dis tinct from aggressive angiomyxoma. Am J Surg Pathol 16:373-382, !992. 

Superficial Angiomyxoma This unusual group of tumors was described recently by Allen and co
workers. They are superficially located in the skin and subcutaneous regions of the body and many 
lesions contain epithelial elements. The relationship to Carney's syndrome of myxomatous lesion is 
unclear. Micrpscopically, the lesions contained. a multinodular growth with a prominent myxoid 
ground substance within which there are scattered vessels with perithelial cells, scattered histiocytes, 
and spindled shaped cells. The nodules are ill-defined and invade the surrounding dermal tissues and 
structures. 

Allen PW, Dymock RB, MacCormac LB: Superficial angiomyxomas with and without epithelial components. Report of 
30 tumors in 28 patients. Am J Surg Pathol 12:519-530, 1988. 

Yavner D.L. Red line RW: Angiomyxoma of the umbilical cord with massive cystic degeneration of Wbarton's jelly. Arch 
Pathol Lab Med 113:935-937, 1989. 

Wilson RD. MageeJF, Sorensen PHB, Johnson A: fa utero decompression of umbilical cord angiomyxoma followed by 
vaginal delivery. Am J Obstet Gynecol 171: 1383-1385, 1994. 

Aggressive Angiomyxoma These lesions are typically large tumors found in the female pelvis. 
In fact, practically all cases have occurred in females, in the pelvis or vaginal areas. 
Microscopically, they consist of a myxoid lesion with scattered vessels, a number of which are open 
with a gaping dilated appearance. Some of these have an unusual fibrinous appearance around them. 
Spindled cells are scattered throughout the myxoid substance and appear to mark with muscle actin 
consistent with a myofibroblastic origin. The lesions are locally aggressive, but distant metastases 
have not been reported. 

The differential diagnosis centers mostly around my:xoid liposarcoma and neurofibroma. Both 
lesions are .vascular and both may have small spindle shaped cells. However, the capillary network of 
liposarcoma is absent in the angiomyxoma; on the other han.d, liposarcomas Jack the open gaping 
vessels of the angiomyxoma. Thus, while occasional cases may be difficult to distinguish, most are 
separable. 

AGGRESSIVE ANGIOMYXOMA 
• GYN location: vulva, vagina, pelvis 
• Young females, 20-40 years 
• Size: large (2-20 em, up to 60 c~) 
• Pathology: spindle & stellate cells (myofibroblasts 

• thick and thin vessels; trapped fat 
- infiltrative borders 
- mitotic rate low to nil (0110 .hpf) 

• Course: high local recurrence (4/5, ·6/6) 

Steeper TA, Rosai J: Aggrcssiveangiomyxoma of the female pelvis and perineum. Report of nine cases of a distinctive 
type of gynecologic soft-tissue neoplasm. Am J SurgPathol 7:463-475, 1983. 

Begin LR, Clement PB, Kirk ME, Jothy S , McCaughey WTE, Ferenczy A: Aggressive angiomyxoma of pelvic soft 
parrs. A clinicopathologic study of nine cases. Hum Pathol 1;():621-628, 1985. 

Clement PB, Prat J, Young RH: Diagnostic problems in gynecological tumor pathology. Mod .Pathol3:234-255, 1990. 
Tsang WYW. Chan JKC. Lee KC, Fisher C. Fletcher CDM: Aggressive angiomyxoma: A report of four cases 



occurring in men. Am I Surg Pathol 16:1059-1065, 1992. 
Sim6 M. Zapatn C. Esquius J, Domingo 1: Aggressive angiomyxoma of the female pelvis and perineum. Report of two 

cases and review of the literature. Br J Obsret Gynaecol99:925-927. 1992. 
Stephenson BM. Williams EV, Sturdy DE. Vellacott KD: Aggressive angiomyxoma of the perineum and pelvis. Br I 

Surg 79:1 181, 1992. 
Clatch RJ, Omke WK. Gonzalez JO: Aggressive angiomyxoma in men: A report of two cases associated with inguinal 

hernias. Arch Palhol Lab Med 117:911-913. 1993. 
Oondo T. Takahashi M, Hoshli Y, Iwata T, Kashiwagi T, Ishihara T: Angiomyxoid tumour in the renal peripelvic 

tissues with features of aggressive nngiomyxoma. I Clin Pathol 48:82-83, 1995. 
Sknlova A, Michal M, Husek K. Zamecnik M, Lcivo 1: Aggressive angiomyxoma of the pelvioperincal region. 

Immunohisrological and ultrastructural study of seven cases. American Journal of Dermatopathology 15:446-
451, 1993. 

ArM SS, EI-Mnllah KO: Aggressive angiomyxoma of the vagina. lnt J Gynecol Obsret 43:207-210, 1995. 
Myxold OFSP 
Frierson HF. Cooper PH: Myxoid variant of dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans. Am J Surg Pathol 7:445-450, 1983. 
Myxofibrosarcoma . 
Mentu:l T, Calonge E, Wadden C. Camplejohn RS, Beham A, Smith MA. Aetcher COM: Myxofibrosnrcoma 

Clinicopathologic analysis or 75 cases with emphasis on rhe low-grade variant. Am J Surg Pnthol 20:391-405, 
1996. 

Myxoid MFH 
Weiss S. Enzinger F. Myxoid variant of malignant fibrous histiocytoma. Cancer 1977; 39:1672-1685. 



CASE 7. 27666 Intramuscular Hemangioma 

HISTORY: This 36 year-old otherwise healthy female. was several years status-post removal of a 
mass from the left latissimus dorsi. She had noticed a recurrent lump in this area, approximately 3 
inches superior to the pre~existing incision, and elected for surgical removal. 

Excision of the soft tissue mass of the left chest wall was performed on August 11, 1994. The 
lesion was gray-tan and brown, gritty, with muscular tissue, and measured 5.0 x 4.0 x 2.2 em. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Angiolipoma 
Angiomyolipoma 
liemangioma,I11 
Lipoma, infiltrating 

Immunohistochemical 
Des.rnin 
liliF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 
CollN + 

Results 
SlOO 
liMB45 
Fl3a 
CD68 
MIC2 
Chromog 

CD34 
CD31 + 
FVITI 
EMA 
CK-AE 
CK-CAM 

Intramuscular Hemangioma Occasional hemangiomas occur within muscle (intramuscular type), 
where it may also be called intramuscular an~omatosis if extensive. These are noncircurnscribed 
tumors occurring particularly in the muscles of the thigh in young adults with pain as a frequent 
symptom. The intramuscular type is often accompanied by adipose tissue and may recur yet is clearly 
benign. It can be distinguished from angiosarcoma by the presence of a two-cell layer (en do- and 
perithelial) and by the formation of round to elongated vascular spaces without anastomoses. These 
may actually be congenital and gradually grow over time to the point where pain calls attention to them. 

Arterio-venous malformations are more localiZed and consist solely of the malformed large 
vessels; the smaller venules of 1M Hemangioma are absent. 

Allenby PA, Boesel CP. Marsh WL,Jr .. Diffuse angiomatosis of the e.xtremities presenting a$ a sarcoma. Arch Parlwl 
Lab Med 1990; 114:987-990. · 

Silverman RA. Hemangiomas and vascular malformations. Pediatr CJin North Am 1991 ;38:81 1-834. 

Angiolipoma, including cellular type Most angiolipomas are easily recognized as the mainly 
fatty subcutaneous tumors they are: circumscribed with venule-like proliferation and microthrombi. 
Unusual cases manifest such an overgrowth of the vascular component as to mimick Kaposi's sarcoma 
or even other solid lesions like smooth muscle tumors . . Because the vessels are probably small 
venules, spindle-cells representing pericytes dominate the appearance and are intermingled with 
endothelial. cells. The cellular angiolipoma is set apart from -Kaposi's sarcoma by the following 
features: it is too deep being a subcutaneous tumor, it is circurnscqbed, it nearly always contains small 
vessel thrombi, and it will incorporate mature fat (however little) within it,s confines. Some of the 
atypical vascular lesions of the breast bear a resemblance. to these. 

Hunt SJ, Santa Cru:~; Df, Barr RJ. Cellular angioli(Xlma. Am J Surg POlhol1990;14:75-81 . 
Yu G, Fishman SJ, Brooks JJ. Cellular angiolipoma of the breast. Mod Pathol 6: 497-499, 1993. 

Proliferative Cutaneous Angiomatois: a cellular tumor mimicking Kaposi's sarcoma and 
angiosarcoma 

Angiomatosis is an unencapsulated vessel-forming condition affecting the extremities of young 
adults; the vessels are large and dilated and involve the aeep soft tissues and the skin is affected only in 
rare cases. In contrast, we have encountered a localized but highly cellular form of angiomatosis 



which presented as cutaneous disease in 4 patients on the shoulder and foot A diffuse proliferation 
was seen throughout the dermis, causing a plaque-like lesion clinically. Irregular interconnecting 
cords and sheets of cells infiltrated the dermis, dissecting the dermal collagen. Small cells with scanty 
cytoplasm were present with spindled cells which dominated many fields. The main findings included: 
vacuolated cells, microlurninal spaces with RBC's, anastomosing spaces, nuclear atypia, scattered 
mitoses, and infiltrative borders. 

Proliferative Capillary Angiomatosis of Skin - Histology 
Irregular interconnecting cords and sheets in dermis 
Small spindled cells with dissection of dermal collagen 
Main findings: vacuolated cells. micro! uminal spaces with RBC's, 

anastomosing spaces, nuclear atypia, scattered mitoses, and infiltrative borders 
Skin ulceration. rutery and bone involved in I case 
Areas like Kaposi form hemangioendothelioma & angiosarcoma 
Stasis phenomena in all: extravasated RBC's, hemosiderin, chronic 

inflammation; these and rare hyaline globules mimicked Kaposi's sarcoma 
Subcutaneous invasion: more vascular differentiation with lobular pattern 

small capillary and venule-like channels 

Iwo cell types were d,etectable immunohistochemjcally. Vascular spaces were lined by Factor VITI 
positive endothelial cells; these were outlined by muscle actin positive perithelial cells. The presence of 
2 ceU types in proper architectural arrangement separates this unusual proliferation from angiosarcoma 
and KS. Follow-up: 1 death of pulmonary embolism after excision, I persistent but now stable tumor 
at 2 years; I alive and free of rumor at 3 years after local recurrence and radiation at I yr.; and l recent 
amputation due to extensive pain and tumor. We call attention to this unusual and uncharacterized 
entity to alert pathologists and avoid confusion with angiosarcoma and KS on both biopsy and 
resection specimens. 

Brooks JJ, Elenicsas R. Hicks D, Elder DE. Proliferative cutaneous angiomatosis: a cellular tumor mimicking 
angiosarcoma and IU!posi's sarcoma. Mod Pathol 1993 (abstract section). 



CASE 8. 24412 Angiosarcoma, epithelioid 

HISTORY: This 54-year-old female ~;>resented with a lesion in the left upper back and left axilla. 
The specimen consisted of a skin ellipse which measured 7.0 x 3.5 x up to 1.5 ern. There was a 
rough gray-pink, slightly raised circumscribed lesion protruding from the epidennal surface, which 
measured 4.0 x 2.0 x up to 0.2 em. Sectioning revealed a reddish-gray lesion, measuring up to 0.8 
ern in thickness. It was surrounded by nonnal-appearing skin and subcutaneous fat. In addition, a 
second specimen, labeled "left axilla" was received. It consisted of a roughly elliptical segment of skin 
which measured l.3 x 0.6 x up to 0.5 em. There was an iln-defined, slightly raised gray-pink nodule 
protruding from the center of the superior surface, which measured up to 0.7 em in dimension. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Carcinoma, pd squamous 
Adenocarcinoma, metastatic 
Lymphoma, Ki-1 
Melanoma 
Angiosarcoma, epithelioid 

Imm unohistochemical 
Des min 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 
CEA 

R esults 
SJOO 
HMB45 
Fl3a 
CD68 
MIC2 
Chrornog 

CD34 -
CD31 ++ 
FVIli + 
EMA 
CK-AE 
CK-CAM 

Angiosarcoma (AS) Angiosarcomas (AS) account for less than 1% of all sarcomas. This tumor 
may occur in any location such as the skin and superficial soft tissues (33% AS), deep soft tissues 
(25% AS), breast (25% AS), bone, and visceral organs such as the liver and the spleen. In some 
cases there are predisposing factors such as chronic lymphedema (found in 10% of skin lesions, 
including post-mastectomy cases), radiation (again found with skin cases), and thorium and vinyl 
chloride (in liver cases). 

Skin & Su bcutaneous AS Somewhere between one-third to one-half of all angiosarcomas 
occur in the skin, particularly on the head and neck of elderly patients. Males are affected more 
commonly than females, and the tumor appears as either re:ddlsh-blue nodules or, more commonly, as 
flat spreading bruises. While this might be evident clinically, ihe spreading bruises, if under the scalp 
as is often the case, are discovered late after they have reacbed a large size. The full extent is 
frequently underestimated by the clinician. Due to this "iceberg" effect, local excision is often 
inadequate, and recurrence is incredibly common. In this fonn, a high percentage of patients 
frequently develop early metastatic disease, and the overall prognosis is quite poor. This group is the 
largest and most common presentation. 

Deep S oft Tissue AS. Like skin AS, primary deep soft tissue angiosarcomas occur 
predominately in males. However, these tumors may occur at any age and are located predominately 
on the extremities, in the abdominal cavity, and in association with major. vessels. Occasional cases 
are associated with vascular stasis as noted by Maddox and Evans. Since there are so few cases, not 
much is known about the natural history; it is unlikely to vary considerably from other AS. Regardless 
of site, angioslj!'conia is a highly aggressive lesion and in most instances the degree of differentiation 
or grade does nor affect the overall survival (exception: the breast). Only· size is important 
prognostically, with tumors <.5 ern being more favorable in terms of survival (Maddox & Evans). 

Other P·resenting Forms of AS There are two other common presenting forms of AS. 
Patients with long-standing lymphedema have an increased chance of developing AS in the affected 
extremity. In the days of radical breast surgery for cancer, ·post-masiectomy angiosarcoma developed 
after a latent period of about 10 years in a number of cases. These patients were frequently in the 
seventh decade of life and had a mean survival of 19 months. Since these tumors express Factor Vill-



related antigen, they have a derivation from blood vessel rather !han lymphatic endothelium. 
The other common site is within the ~ affecting patients in the third and fourth decade of 

life. While rumors may be small, they frequently produce diffuse enlargement of the breast with 
overlying skin discoloration. The histology can be deceptively bland, and it is important to realize !hat 
there is also a full spectrum of benign vascular lesions of the breast which must be considered. The 
location within the breast may provide some key because many superficial cutaneous or subcutaneous 
vascular lesions are commonly benign; in contrast the mammary AS involves the actual breast 
parenchyma. 

Morphology The majority of AS disclose !heir nature by the formation of easily 
recognizable and frequently open vascular channels. Unlike benign tumors, these channels freely 
anastomose and branch. They are lined by "too many cells" to cover the space, and the cells are plump 
with prominent hyperchromatic nuclei. In addition, tufts of endothelial cells protrude into the vascular 
channels. In the skin, the proliferation frequently utilizes existing collagen bundles as a "scaffold" aod 
these small circular and separated pillars are a clue to the diagnosis. Also, AS has only one cell 
layer • endothelial • aod thus staining with SMA [smooth muscle actin] will be negative, unlike 
angiomatoses which have the second layer of pericytes. 

Angiosar coma: SubtypesfYariations 
Hemangioma-like 
Kaposi's-Jike 
Choriocarcinoma-like 
Fibrosarcoma-like 

PapiUary/vascular 
Sclerosing (fibromatosis-like) 
Epithelioid 

Epithelioid AS Some cutaneous & deep forms are quite epithelioid in appearance, with 
round to polygonal cells growing in diffuse sheets. This cutaneous and highly aggressive epithelioid 
variant should be distinguished from melanoma & carcinoma, particularly adenocarcinoma, because 
the vacuoles in epithelioid AS resemble signet ring cells. Also, one needs to exclude epithelioid 
hemangioendothelioma, a tumor of much lower malignant potential. In this more poorly differentiated 
form, the cells commonly have enlarged nuclei with nucleoli, a.nd the only hint at vascular structure is 
found either at the edge with vessel formation or centrally with the septated vacuole. There are deep 
variants of epithelioid angiosarcoma as well where they may arise from arterial endothelium. Recently, 
a granular variant has also been described. Still other forms may resemble Kaposi's sarcoma, or they 
may be extremely bloody and similar to choriocarcinoma (particularly in the lung). Highly cellular 
cases may spindle. resembling fibrosarcoma, but open vascular channels are usually visible in foci. 
Last, there is a peculiar sclerosing form resembling fibromatosis. However, at high power, one 
realizes that the cells are growing in thin strands which frequently branch and which often have a 
double row of celts. Occasionally the cells split apart, forming vascular channels, or have septated 
vacuoles with red cells. It is common for epithelioid angiosarcoma to express cv10keratin. leadjn<> to a 
mjs-djasnosjs of carcinoma or even mesothelioma at times, _ 

Mimics of Angiosarcoma include cutaneous spindle cell carcinomas which can be 
angiomatoid when acantholytic. Other carcinomas such as Merkel cell carcinoma aod thyroid 
carcinoma may occasionally take on a similar appearance and contain bloody areas simulating vascular 
channels. 

Aggressive Nature of AS Regardless of site, angiosarcoma·is a highly aggressive lesion, 
and in most instances the degree of differentiation or grade does not affect the overall survival 
(exception: the breast where there is ao apparent relationship between histologic grade and survival) . 
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CASE 9. 27593 Mesenchymal Chondrosarcoma 

HISTORY: This77-year-old female presented with amass on the left foot. Radiologically,the 
rumor did not involve the bone and was surgically "scraped off" the underlying bone. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Hemangiopericytoma (HPC) 
Malignant nerve sheath (MPNST) 
Synovial sarcoma 

Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis 
Chondrosarcoma, mesenchymal 
Leiomyosarcoma 

This ltighly cellular tumor had nuclei which were uniform and slightly grooved. Thus, Langerhans 
cell histiocytosis may be considered but the mitotic rate was high and there were no other elements like 
eosinophils. Foci of pale cells were seen which are suggestive of chondroid differentiation. 

Immunohistochemical 
Desmin + 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 

Results 
SlOO 
HMB45 
F l 3a 
CD68 
.tvnC2 

++ 

+ 

CD34 -
CD31 -
FVlll 
EMA 
CK-AE 

These results confirm a chondroid nature to the pale areas. Oddly, there was focal desmin and MIC2 
in a cytoplasmic staining pattern -both aberrant. The lack of cytokeratin excludes monophasic synovial 
sarcoma as long as no other suggestive findings are present. 

Mesenchymal Chondrosar coma This tumor is much Jess common in soft tissue than the myxoid 
type (about 1/4) as common; and less common in soft tissue than in bone (1/3, Nakashima 1986). 
In one fonn, it is easy to recognize since large areas of well differenti.ated cartilaginous or 
chondrosarcomatous regions are present accompanied by a population of highly cellular small rounded 
printitive appearing cells. It is more difficult to recognize when the cartilaginous foci are extremely 
small and very widely scattered. Here, the small primitive cell component frequently grows in a 
hemangiopericytomatous pattern; the diagnosis is clinched by the recognition of the sometimes 
minute areas of cartilaginous differentiation. Indeed, finding this bimowhie-pattem, even when nearly 
concealed, is pathognomonic. It might be thought of as a hemangiopericytorna with cartilaginous 
differentiation. Because it often has HPC areas, an S l 00 stain is an important marker to order for nay 
HPC-like tumor. 
Prognosis The survival of soft tissue tumors is the same as primary bone tumors [Nakashima 1986] 
with the 5 year survival = 54% and the 10 year= 27%. Lesions with mainly small cell lesions can 
respond to chemotherapy [Huvos 1983]; otherwise, there are no reported prognostic factors. 
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CASE 10. 26907 Malignant Hemangiopericytoma 

H ISTORY: This 26-year-old male presented with a lump over his left shoulder joint at the site 
where a sebaceous cyst was removed four years prior. The mass was painless, without discharge or 
associated underlying bone pain. He underwent excision, but returned six months later with a 
recurrent mass, approximately 5 em in diameter, under the surgical scar. It was slightly raised and 
fluctuante. This was re·excised. 

The specimen was a discoid 70 x 55 x 25 mm ponion of skin and subcutaneous tissue. On 
sectioning, the subcutaneous fat contained two adjacent well-demarcated dark red to tan-red, soft 
circumscribed masses, one measuring 12 mm in diameter, and the other measuring 50 x 25 x 20 mm. 
Each mass extended to but did not penetrate the deep fascial membrane. 

Differential Diagnosis (see also below) 
Hemangiopericytoma (HPC) MFH, angiomatoid 
Malignant nerve sheath (MPNST) Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS) 
Synovial sarcoma Leiomyosarcoma 
Ewing's sarcoma. ST 

Tllis concerns cases which, at least initially, appear to have a hemangiopericytoma (HPC) appearance. 
A diagnosis ofHPC js one of exclusion, and should only be made after an exhaustive attempt at 
identifying other specific fearures of rumors which can contain this panem. The diagnosis of 
fibrosarcoma is best reserved for cases with large. areas of so-called "herringbone" pattern, a fearure 
which if found in SS is very focal. In monophasic synovial sarcomas, spindle cells with slightly more 
eosinophilic cytoplasm can be seen and resemble the earliest suggestion of epithelial differentiation. 
These may be brought out by a reticulin stain which outlines such "nests". MPNST often have 
alternating hyper- and hypo- cellular regions and in the latter the cells take on the wavy appearance. 
Only 70% of MPNST are S 100 positive, and only in scattered fashion at best. Leiomyosarcoma is 
usually well recognised despite foci of HPC. 

Immunohistochemical 
Desnlin 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 

Results - this case 
SlOO CD34 
HMB4S CD31 
Fl3a FVm 
CD68 EMA -
MIC2 + CK-AE 
Chromog CK-CAl'VI 

These results exclude synovial sarcoma, most MPNST, and muscle tumors. Note the aberrant 
expression of MlC2, although the staining was largely cytoplasmic - a known non-specific pattern. 
Here, with the pattern of HPC throughout and these results, a default diagnosis of HPC was made 
(and confirmed by Enzinger at the AFIP). 

Hemangiopericyt oma (the tumor that usually isn't) 
What is an hemangiopericytoma? Most of the time one thinks a rumor may be an HPC, it is 

probably not. A wide variety of lesions may show the non-specific branching and staghom open 
vascular pattern. Although HPC was originally described by Stout, he himself rejected most cases 
diagnosed as such. A modem day defmition might be: a tumor which shows a consistent HPC 
pattern throughout the entire tumor, with reticulin surrounding individual cells (everywhere!; no 
epithelial-like islands), and which is immunohistochemically negative (muscle, nerve sheath, and 
epithelial markers). As such, HPC usually occur in the soft tissue, but cases are reported in the breast, 
nasal cavity, and CNS as well. 

Hemangiopericytoma Pattern: 
Cellular hemangioma 

(inf. hemangioendothelioma) 
Glomus rumor 

Differential Diagnosis 
Nerve sheath tumors 
Thymoma 
Mesenchymal chondrosareoma 



CASE 11. 24834 Clear Cell sar coma 

HISTORY: This 29-year-old female presented with a 3.0 em mass arising from the tendon sheath 
of the left great toe. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Leiomyosarcoma 
Rhabdomyosarcoma 
Synovial sarcoma 

Clear cell sarcoma (CCS) 
MPNST 

The nesting pattern of CCS may mimic the alternating bundle/fascicular pattern of a smooth muscle 
tumor, but in the latter, the bundles are not usually separated by collagen, the reticulin stain is 
decidedly different surrounding cells rather than nests, and the cells are not as uniform with the same 
nucleus/nucleolus throughout. Interestingly, melanoma of skin origin does come into the 
differential, due to the closeness of the skin 10 lesions of the foot and anke. Here, cutaneous 
melanomas or metastases thereof show more nuclear pleomorphism, larger cell size variation, 
discohesion within nests, and frequently more in the way of a lymphocytic host response. 

The key to this case is the nesting pattern which is present throughout, unlike rare epithelioid 
MPNST or leiomyosarcoma. 

Immunohistochemical 
Desmin 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 

Results - this case 
S lOO + 
HMB45 + 
F13a 
CD68 
MIC2 

CD34 -
CD31 
FVIll 
EMA -
CK-AE 

Clear Cell Sarcoma (CCS, melanoma of soft parts) The most immediately recognizable 
feature of this tumor is its growth pattern- nests of tumor cells are seen divided by fine fibrous tissue 
septa at low power. Occasionally, it can appear to be growing in sheets. The presence of this nesting 
pattern can be best illustrated on a r eticulin stain (with cell groups rather than cells outlined, one of 
the few sarcomas with this reticulin pattern). The cells themselves are also highly characteristic having 
a nucleus which is round to oval with a central prominent nucleolus. There is marked uniformity 
of the nuclei and essentially no pleomorphism is present. While the name implies a clear cell 
cytoplasm, occasional cases have more eosinophilic cytoplasm resembling melanomas. Glycogen is 
identifiable in 2/3rds of cases. The vast majority of cases look r emarkably alike. 

Mitoses usually scarce at about l-3/10 hpf, although some do divide at a much higher rate. 
Like melanoma, a significant number of cases will display actual melanin which can be identified on 
Fontana or argyrophilic stains. Chung & Enzinger (1983) could demonstrate such positive staining for 
melanin in 70%, but actual pigmem could be visualized on the H&E section in only 10/141. 

Microscopic Summary (after Chung & Enzinger I 983): 
1) solid nests with fascicles - absence of reticulin in groups 
2) clear to eosinophilic cytoplasm, vesicular nuclei, prominent nucleoli 
3) scattel'ed giant cells 
4) rare mitoses 

Like melanoma, this lesion is commonly S 100 positive, approaching 100% of cases. The marker 
more specific for melanoma - HMB45 - is also nearly always positive as reported by Swanson et a! 
and Hasegawa eta!. Synaptopbysin & Leu 7 may be positive rarely, but CK, EMA, CEA, MSA, 
DES, and LCA are all negative. 

Clear Cell Sarcoma -Molecular Biology 
t(l2;22) (q12;ql2-13) -not seen in malignant melanoma! 
EWS, RNA binding protein on 22 
A TF-1, transcription factor on 12q 13 



Leiomyosarcoma (focal) 
Liposarcoma (focal) 
Malignant fibrous histiocytoma (focal) 

Synovia l Sa r coma 
Endometrial stroma sarcoma 
Hemangiopericytoma 

It is therefore a diagnosis of exclusion, being most frequently mimicked by 1) synovial sarcoma, 
which may occasionally present as a pure HPC lesion requiring many blocks or additional tissue to 
demonstrate the epithelial differentiation. Thus, cytokeratin immunoreactivity is quite important and 
excludes HPC as a diagnosis. Probably next in frequency of HPC like tumors is a 2) malignant 
peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST); therefore, any SlOO reactivity would also exclude HPC from 
the diagnosis. If focal cartilage is present in the form of small islands, the diagnosis becomes 3) 
mesenchymal chondrosarcoma. Even today some cases still remain which in the.end must be 
diagnosed as HPC after an extensive work-up. 

The natural histor y of HPC cannot always be predicted from the histology. A benign HPC 
is one which lacks necrosis, cellular pleomorphism, and has a low mitotic rate (either less than 4/l 0 
hpf in the Enzinger and Smith series or less than 1/20 hpf in that by McMaster et al). Malignant 
HPC is diagnosed whenever the above findings are present. With this definition somewhere between 
20.-60% of HPC behave in a benign fashion. However, some histologically benign cases have 
metastasized. Clear-cut malignant cases, with necrosis and mitotic rates higher than above, have five 
and ten year survival rates of 40 and 29% respectively. 
Lessons: First, this case call attention to the fact that some sarcomas are originally mistaken for 
epithelial tumors, even of the skin. I have seen this in ·a recent case of a mesenchymal 
chondrosarcoma, ·also thought to b.e a skin adnexal tumor. Second, never diagnose HPC unless you 
can't use another label. So many are other tumors in disguise. Third, although it didn't work here, 
make use of CD34 when faced with this differential diagnosis. 
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Fusion= EWS/ATF-1, most of ATF-1 with DNA binding 
Chimeric protein no longer regulated by cAMP as A TF-1 was 

Common oncogenic mechanism mediated by N-tenninal EWS like EWSIFLI-1 

Prognostic Factors & Natural History: This tumor is aggressive with a high frequency of local 
recurrence (LR, in series of older cases this was as high as 80-100% ); LR is also found after some 
delay (i.e., beyond 4-5 years). Metastases are also very common, being primarily to lungs and lymph 
nodes. This is one of the sarcoma types (along with rhabdomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma and MFH) 
which commonly metastasizes to regional lymph nodes, which should therefore be critically examined 
by clinicians. The metastatic rate is about 60-70% and in a number of cases the interval after diagnosis 
may be as long as 5-6 yrs (Chung & Enzinger). 

The prognosis is better if the lesion is small and superficial. Survival data for 2, 5, and I 0 year 
survival rates are not known or can't be calculated from published reports. Just recently, an MD 
Anderson study by Sara, Evans & Benjamin (Cancer 65: 367-374, 1990) analyzed 17 cases and 
correlated survival & metastases with tumQI' size > Scm; after size was corrected for, there were no 
other prognostic factors (including age/sex./site/mitoses & necrosis). Other authors have shown that a 
size >2.5 em portends a poorer prognosis. 
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CASE 12. 27730 Alveolar Soft Part Sarcoma (ASPS) 

IDS TORY: This 20-year-old male presented with a mass in his right thigh area. He was otherwise 
asymptomatic, and denied weight loss, night sweats or chills. MRI demonstrated a soft tissue mass. 
An incisional biopsy was done, and found to be consistent with a sarcoma. Physical exam done at the 
time of admission demonstrates a mid-lateral right thigh mass. 4 x 5 em, with increased warmth and a 
healed biopsy site. The mass appeared adherent to underlying tissue, and was non-tender. A wide 
local excision of right thigh sarcoma with margins was performed. 

There was a 4.5 x 3.0 x 3.3 em yellow-tan, well-circumscribed mass located centrally, 1.0 em 
below the skin surface, without areas of hemorrhage or necrosis. The rumor did not involve the 
subcutaneous tissue. All margins were free of rumor grossly. 

Differ entia l Diagnosis 
Granular cell tumor 
Renal cell carcinoma 
Adrenal cortical carcimoma 
Alveolar soft part sarcoma 

Paraganglioma 
Granular leiomyosarcoma 
Rhabdomyosarcoma 

True pleomorphism virtually excludes ASPS; it is common in adrenal tumors and random pleomorphic 
cells are seen in paraganglioma. While ASPS has a granular cytoplasm, the other granular rumors 
above lack the characteristic alveolar morphology. 

Immunohistochemical R esults - this case 
Des min + SlOO CD34 -
HHF35 HMB45 CD31 
SMActin Fl3a FVIII 
Myoglob. CD68 EMA -
Viment. MIC2 CK-AE 

Chromog + CK-CAM 

These results help exclude other muscle tumors, granular cell tumor etc.; they are consisten with 
ASPS, with the odd result of some chromogranin (which I have never seen in this tumor, which is not 
a paraganglioma). 

Alveolar soft part sarcoma (ASPS) The histologic features of a ASPS are extremely consistent 
from case to case, and no other sarcoma has quite the same appearance as this one. On lower power, 
one finds thick fibrous trabeculae dividing the tumor into large compartments. Immediately apparent is 
the classic alveolar structure of the rumor. These alveolar structures are surrounded by small capillary 
vessels and contain within them groups of tumor cells; the alveolar pattern is well illustrated by a 
reticulin stain (surrounding nests rather than individual cells). Central degeneration and loss of 
cohesion is a common feature within these alveolar structures. The cells themselves are large, round 
to polygonal, and contain granular eosinophilic cytoplasm; occasional cells are clear or vacuolated. 
The nuclei are also classic and very uniform in appearance, being round with a single prominent 
nucleolus. Occasional tumor cells are either binucleated or multinucleated. Rarer still are true 
pleomorphic appearing tumor giant cells with irregular nuclei. There is generally no 
pleomorphism; if tbis is present think of another tumor. Mitoses as a rule are scarce and 
difficult to ftnd. A common feature js vascular jnva!ljon PAS positive diastase resistant crystalline 
material, apparently actin, can be found in most cases but it is quite variable in quantity. 

Alveola r soft part sarcoma (ASPS) remains a tumor of undetermined origin. While a number of 
studies have shown scattered muscle marker reactivity (particularly desmin and MSA), there has been 
no reactivity for myoglobin or titin. Ukewise, tbe recent finding of MyoD I irnmuno reactivity has 
been doubted to define ASPS as a myogenic tumor. However several groups have now failed to 
identify MyoDl in ASPS, calling such fmdings into question. Likewise miogenin is not found in 



ASPS. Therefore, while ASPS may be of a miogenic origin, it certainly is an e)(tremely unusual 
miogenic tumor. It is also possible that muscle marker reactivity in such tumors is a result of uptake as 
the tumor overgrows skeletal muscle in the region. Clearly further work needs to be done to elucidate 
a true origin of ASPS. 

Literature - Immunohistochemistry 
1982 DeScluyver Renin+ 
1983 Mukai Renin-
1983 Denk Desmin+ 
1985 Mukai Desmin+ (& 1989) 
1987 Auerbach Desmin-
1988 Foschini Myosin+ 
1990 Miettinen Desm.in+, MSA+ 
1991 Hirose Desm.in+, MSA+, SMA+ 
1991 Rosai MyoD 1 + protein 
1992 Cullinane MyoDl- mRNA 
1993 Sciot Desm.in+, l7q25 abn. 
1995 Wang Myogenin-, MyoDl- in nuclei 

Prognostic Factors & Natural History: The course in the usual patient may be quite prolonged 
due to the slow growth rate of these tumors. However, the ultimate prognosis is poor as there have 
been no known cures. The patients need to be followed for an extremely long period of time, since 
delayed metastases and death may occur in the 10 to 20 to 30 year range. The largest series, by 
Leibennan eta!., gives the following survival figures: 83% 2 year; 59% 5 year; and 47% 10 year 
rates. Only 13 of their 53 original patients were alive and well without local recurrence and metastases. 
Local recurrence occurs in approximately V3 of the cases and metastases .in nearly 213. Most common 
sites of metastases are the lung ( 42% ), bones (19% ), brain (15%, more common than any other soft 
tissue tumor), and lymph node (7% ). It is important to remember that patients may survive for long 
periods following resection of pulmonary metastases. In the recent update of the Memorial experience, 
the newest survival figures are 60% 5 year, 38% 10 year, and 15%20 year survival. 

Prognostic Factors: There is only a suggestion that young .females and patients with the 
non-alveolar pattern fare better than average. Tumor size >Scm has been reponed to be prognostically 
important (Evans ) but th.is was based on a small series; it may be that size is related to d.isease free 
interval, but, as all patients have eventually succumbed to th.is tumor if followed long enough 
[Leiberman 1966, 1989], a small size does not at all imply curability. Nonetheless, size does have a 
statistically significant negative impact on survival as does age at diagnosis (due to increased mets in 
older patients [Leiberman 1989). 
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CASE 13. 25209 Granular Cell Tumor 

IDSTORY: A 37-year-old Black female presented with a raised, 2.0 x 2.0 em lesion on the left 
labium. An excisional biopsy was performed. Gross exam showed a tan piece of skin and 
fibroadipose tissue measuring 2.5 em in greatest dimension. There was a hard, white, homogeneous, 
nodular area occupying 80% of the cut surface. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Granular cell tumor 
Granular leiomyosarcoma 
Granular angiosarcoma 

Malignant granular cell tumor (MGCT) 
Rhabdomyosarcoma 
Melanoma 

Immunohistochemical Results 
~min SlOO ++ 
HHF35 HMB45 
SMActin Fl3a 
Myoglob. CD68 ++ 
Viment. MIC2 

CD34 -
CD31 
FVlll 
EMA 
CK-AE 

Benign Granular Cell Tumor (BGCT) This is a tumor which is fairly common and is usually 
diagnosed after biopsy. It is most common in patients in the fourth, fifth and sixth decades of life and 
twice as common in women as in men. lt presents as a solitary painless lump usually within the dermis. 
Tl\e tumor may also be found in the viscera. Patients may present with multiple BGCT's; this is not a rare 
findii!g and may occur in anywhere from 7-16% of all patients, according to Moscovic and Azar. 
Although it's nature is now known to be Schwannian (see below), multiple BGCT's are almost never 
found in neurofibromatosis. 

The histology is quite straightforward. The vast majority of lesions are small, usually less than 3 
em. The characteristic feature histologically is the presence of abundant eosinophillc and granular 
cyteplasm coupled with a small often pyknotic nucleus. The tumor cells tend to grow in clusters, sheets 
or trabeculae and for the most part have indistinct cell borders. The presence of nucleoli is quite unusual 
and mjtotjc figures and necrosjs are essentially never fougd. The tumor characteristically invades 
surrounding structures and may often show neurotropism (involvement of local small nerves). The 
granules, ultr1J,structurally shown to be autophagosomes, are PAS positive and diastase resistant and may 
vary quite a lot in size. Variable. granules are actually diagnostic. 

The(apy for the BGCr includes total surgical excision. Local recurrences will in about 6% of 
cases, Essentially all BGCT display immunoreactive S 100 protein. The immunohistochemical profile is 
that of a altered Schwannian cell, a fact in keeping with the occasional observance of granular morphology 
focally within Schwanommas and neurofibromas. 

Differential Diagnosis: Tumors with 
Polypoid melanoma 
Ameloblastoma 
Other odontogenic tumors 
Certain reactive lesions 
Juxtaglomerular tumor 
Glioblastoma 
Primitive polypoid GC tumor 

Granular Cytoplasm* 
• Schwannoma 
• Leiomyoma 
• DFSP 
• Leiomyosarcoma 

*Only OCT's have 
variably-sized granules. 

• Alveolar soft part sarc 
• Angiosarcoma 
•MFH 

Malignant Granular CeU Tumor (MGCT) may occur in a very wide age range (23-82 years). 
Like its benign counterpart, the majority of cases occur within the fourth to sixth decades of life. The 
average age of all 23 patients was 45.7 years. Information concerning the patient's sex also parallels 
ihat seen in the benign granular cell tumor: the female/male ratio i.s 2.3, approximating the 2:1 ratio 
seen in the benign counterpart. Most patients present with an asymptomatic solitary nodule on the 
external body. While most lesions were located on the external surfaces, either in the superficial skin 
or deep soft tissues, four cases were located in the viscera (including the case by Powell et al). Once 

• 



again, a parallel is noted here regarding location in comparison to the benign variant. Most cases have 
been recognised after metastases develop. 

Are there criteria for diagnosing MGCT prospectively? Yes. 

MGCT: Comparison with Be1.1ign Tumor 

Size 
Nuclei 
Nucleoli 
Sheets 
Spindling 
Necrosis 
Mitoses 

BGCT MGCT 
1-3cm 2-IOcm 
Small, pyknotic Large, vescicular 
No Yes 
No Yes 
No Yes, some 
No Yes, so01e 
No Yes, rare; nearly any (eg., 1120 hpf) suspicious 

"Suspicious for malignancy" will caus~ proper excision, search for local nodal involven1ent. 
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CASE 14. 25806 Malignant Peripheral Nerve Sheath Tumor in Neurofibromatosis 

HISTORY: A 53-year-old female presented with pain in her right leg, down the posterior aspect, 
and then onto the anterior aspect. Physical exam disclosed a mass in the right pelvic area. Pelvic 
ultrasound revealed the mass to be 7 em in the right pelvis; a barium enema showed no involvement of 
colon; and an I'VP revealed no compression of the ureters or kldney involvement. The specimen 
consisted of a lobulated firm mass which measured 11 x 10 x 5 em and weighted 280 grams. The 
outer surface was partially bossilated and nodular, partially irregular and disrupted. Cut sectioning 
revealed fmn, fleshy, glistening tan tissue. Approximately one-third of the tumor was hemorrhagic, 
necrotic and friable. An additional specimen consisted of an 11 x 8 x 3.3 em ovoid, flattened fragment 
of rubbery tissue which weighted 100 grams. The external surface of the tissue was partially invested 
by a thin, semi-translucent membrane. The was a dismption leading into a flattened cyst which 
measured 8.0 x 7 .0 em. The internal surface of the cyst was irregular, wrinkled and varied from gray
tan to hemorrrbagic and red-purple. Protruding from one end of the specimen was a 2.5 em long x 1.5 
em wide rubbery, gray-tan, cord-like st11,1cture. possibly representing a nerve. Further sectioning of 
the wall of the tumor revealed rubbery, gray-tan to slightly softer, yellow-tan tissue throughout the 
areas of yellow softening and necrosis. The wall of the tumor ranged from .2 to 1.8 em thick. 
Past medical history was significant for previous hysterectomy with removal of her right tube and 
ovary, and von Recklinghausen's disease, having multiple neurofibromas throughout her body 
externally. · 

Differential Diagnosis 
Synovial sarcoma 
MPNST, focal epithelioid 
MPNST, focal RMS (friton) 

Immunohistochemical Results 
Desmin SIOO 
HHF35 HMB45 
SMActiri Fl3a 
Myoglob. CD68 
Viment. MIC2 
Leu 7 CD57 ++ Chromog 

Fibrosarcoma 
Leiomyosarcoma 
MFH 

CD34 -
CD31 
FVDI 
EMA -
CK-AE 
CK-CAM 

MPNST: As many authors state, MPNST can be diagnosed on histologic grounds alone in the 
absence of a clear cut origin from a nerve. Such a nerve origin is by no means always demonstrated 
and may be difficult to do so. Therefore, careful attention to pattern and nuclear shape as well as other 
features are stressed. The cells of MPNST show indistinct cytoplasm with small elongated nuclei -
wavy or "comma-shaped", quite unlike the nuclei found in fibrous or smooth muscle tumors. 
Quite commonly, the nucleus is bullet or torpedo-shaped, with one end blunt and the other tapered or 
pointed. Concerning pattern, MPNST occur in sweeping fascicles which occasionally take on a 
herringbone appearance. Overall, the pattern of many tumors shows alternating hypercellular 
fascicular areas with hypocellular myxoid zones (hypo/hypercellular pattern). This is somewhat 
reminiscent of the Antoni A - Antoni B pattern found in benign schwannomas. Other features, if 
found, are quite helpful; these include prominent nuclear palisading, so-called tactoid differentiation 
(where whorls of cells resemble small nerves) and the presence of heterologous elements (see below). 
Less specific findings are hyaline bands within the tumor, intraneural spread, and spread under 
endothelial cells into vascular lumens. 

MPNST is an underdiagnosed tumor. This is due to the fact that not all cases will show 
definite origin from a nerve and that the histology may resemble fibrosarcoma. The presence of 
heterologous elements, eg. rhabdomyosarcomatous elements in a spindle cell sarcoma practically 
identifies the spindle cell element as nerve sheath in origin. Such muscle differentiation is often found 
at the junction between hypercellular and hypocellular regions. 



MfNST : Criteria for Diaenosis 
I. Origin from nerve, consistent histology. 

II. Presence of Neurofibromatosis, consistent histology. 
ill. No relationship to nerve: 

l. 
2. 
3. 

Patterns Fibrosarcoma-like, Alternating hypo- hyper-cellularity 
Cytology Thin pointed wavy nuclei 

Fibrillar background 
Other Nerve-like whorls 

Thick walled vasculature 
Heterologous elements 

MPNST: Subtypes 
Neurofibroma-like 
Fibrosarcoma-like 
Usual spindle cell type 

4. Pleomorphic (VRN cases) 
5a Epithelioid type (5%) 
5b Superficial epithelioid type 
6. Heterotopic elements (VRN cases) 

Occasional tumors more closely resemble neurofibromas with increased cellularity, pleomorphism and 
mitoses. These have been called malignant neurofibroma although the term 
neurofibrosarcoma has also been applied; this latter term should be avoided since it is also used, 
inaccurately for the ordinary spindle cell MPNST. In this subtype, one must ignore bizarre nuclear 
changes in assessing malignancy, and instead search for mitotic figures. Mitoses are important: they 
are not identified in benign lesions, and any significant mitotic rate ( 1/20 hpf) can be construed as 
evidence for a potential malignant behavior. Although definitive criteria have not been systematically 
studied, such a low rate should act as an overall guide since such rumors can definitely kill the patienL 
It is perhaps more important in this regard to err on the side of calling a lesion a low grade MPNST to 
affect a wider local excision and possibly prevent further biologic aggressiveness. One other hint for 
the diagnosis of malignancy in a neurofibroma-like rumor is the presence of focal densely cellular 
regions. 
Other cases have a distinctly epjtbel!ojd appearance. These cases account for about 5% of all 
MPNST, and may be deep or superficial. The superficial tumors have a more favourable prognosis 
than the deep ones, although they can metastasize, and large tumors are worse. 

Heterotopic Elements or Divergent Differentiation Glandular differentiation as 
described by Woodruff (see below),and rhabdomyosarcoma elements (malignant Triton tumor), 
cartilage or chondrosarcoma, and osteoid or osteosarcoma might be found; angiosarcoma and 
liposarcoma have all been described. These tumors with divergent differentiation (found in 16% of 
cases -Ducatman) occur more frequently in VRN, the group with the worst prognosis of aU MPNST. 
This ability of nerve sheath tumors to exhibit so-called heterotopic elements is imparted by its neural 
crest origin, where the mesenchymal tissue is pluripotent and forms the entire soft tissue of the head. 

Malignant Triton Tumor Tumors with neural and skeletal muscle differentiation include: 
neuromuscular hamartoma, medulloblastoma with rhabdomyosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma with 
ganglion cells (ectomesenchymoma), and malignant scbwannoma with rhabdomyosarcoma (Triton, 
first described by Masson in 1932). About 70% (mostly male, in head and neck) occur in von 
Recklinghausen's neurofibromatosis. 5 year survival is very poor at about' 12%. 

Glandular malignant schwannoma. First described by Garre (1892), involving the 
sciatic nerve, only around two dozen subsequent cases have been reported-, mostly in von 
Recklingbausen's neurofibromatosis, and in major nerves: sciatic, median, brachial plexus, spinal 
nerves. They have a spindled background and may have other heterotopic elements such as cartilage 
or osteoid. The glands are well differentiated nonciliated cuboidal or columnar cells with clear 
cytoplasm, occasional goblets, and neuroendocrine cell differentiation (demonstrable by 
chromogranin, etc) (Christensen et al, 1988; Woodruff & Christensen 1993). 

While essentially all benign nerve sheath tumors containS 100 antigen, only 50-70% ofMPNST 



(including the epithelioid type) exhibit this marker. It is often seen in more differentiated, loose, wavy 
areas. 

Malignant Schwannoma: Natural History* & Prognostic Factors 
YRN Solitacy I Unfavorable 

LR >50% >50% I Size (>7 cm)(>5a) 
Mets 84% 52% I Location (central) 
Surv 12 mo 34 mo I Mitotic count (>6/10 hpf) 
Surv (5 yr) 10-23% 25-47% I Presence ofVRN 
*Mayo Oinic, 1963; AFIP,I979; Memorial, 1981 
a Ducatman et al: no relation to grade, mitoses 

Natural History & Prognostic Factors: Concerning the variant types (including the epithelioid 
malignant schwannoma), there is no evidence to suggest that patients with such rumors fare any 
differently from the usual MPNST. However, patients with tumors showing heterotopic elements , 
particularly Triton tumors, whether or not they occur in association with VRN, do appear to have a 
worse prognosis; perhaps this is due to the usually high grade histology. 
Secondly, patients with MPNST in association with VRN do worse. While sporadic MPNST show a 
five year survival rate of 40-70%, VRN cases for the most pact display lower five year survival rates 
of 15-30%. This difference is usually explained by the fact that more VRN cases occur in central 
unresectable areas; however, in a recent study Ducatrnan et a! were unable to conf1I1ll. this. MPNST as 
a rule tend to have a high rate of local recurrence, >50%; this is even higher (and earlier) in patients 
with VRN. Although there seems to be an overall correlation of prognosis with grade, individual 
cases with very low mitotic rates (<1/lOhpf) nonetheless are fatal. Also, <:ases with mitotic rates of 
>6/lOhpf do worse on the average. Again, Ducatman eta! recently noted no correlation between 
survival and grade or mitotic rate. Other poor prognostic signs are central location. and size > 5 em. 
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Cellular schwannoma is a variant of schwannoma with encapsulation and a predominantly 
cellular growth pattern but no Verocay bodies. This is most frequent in middle aged females, usually 
solitary (but occasionally multinodular or plexiform) and only rarely associated with VRN. Most 
commonly it is found paravertebrally in the retroperitoneum, pelvis or mediastinum. Well
encapsulated, with a related nerve of origin in over 40% of cases, they have a smooth surface and a 
tan-yellow cut face. Histologically, they are composed of thin tapered spindle cells, occasionally 
palisaded, with whorls and storiform areas. The cytoplasm is eosinophilic with indistinct cell 
boundaries. A few have Antoni B areas. Over 90% are S I 00-protein positive. The rumors can be 
quite large (up to 19 em in diameter) and there may be nuclear atypia and mitotic activity (not usually 
exceeding 4/!0hpf, although higher counts can be found in small foci). Necrosis is unusual but 
recorded, as a discrete circumscribed area without a rim of crowded atypical cells as might be expected 
for MPNST. A few cellular scbwannomas locally recur, but none has metastasized. Granular cell 
change in a cellular schwannoma bas been described (Carpenter et al, 1992). 
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CASE 15. 26060 Leiomyosarcoma, myxoid, of Soft Tissue 

IDS TORY: A 67-year-old white female noted gradual ··swelling" of the left hip for a 5 month 
duration. A cr revealed a mass involving the left anterior thigh. A needle biopsy was performed, 
foUowed by definitive resection. 

On gross exam, the specimen consisted of a 600 gram, 17 x 17 x 6.5 em mass composed over 
90% of adherent tumor nodules, and rare identifiable strucrures, including fascia and skeletal muscle. 
Tumor nodules varied from myxoid to firm, white-tan and were separated by thin fibrous septae. 
Fascia bounded the tumor inferiorly. Skeletal muscle was present in a thin rim along one edge. A 
separate mass of tumor weighing 30 grams and measuring 4.5 x 4.0 x 2.0 em was also submitted. 
Tbe rumor grossly involved the deep and lateral margins of resection, with only a thin band of fibrous 
tissue surrounding it. Post-operatively, the patient received irradiation for 5 weeks. Because of a past 
history of congestive heart failure, chemotherapy with adriamycin was not used. 

Differential Diagnosis 
MyxoidMFH 
Myxoid Leiomyosarcoma 
Myxoid MPNST 
Nodular fasciitis 

Immunohistochemical 
Desmin 
HHF35 + 
SMActin + 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 

R esults • this case 
SlOO 
HMB45 
Fl3a 
CD68 
MIC2 

CD34 
CD31 
FVID 
El\1A 
CK-AE 

Smooth muscle tumors of soft tissue account for approximately 7% of aJl soft tissue 
neoplasms. They may be divided into three groups which will be discussed separately with emphasis 
on leiomyosarcoma. Benign soft tissue smooth muscle tumors or leiomyomas occur mainly in the 
skin; all deeper tumors should be viewed with skepticism. This has been recently re
inforced by Fletcher e t al who, having reported on deep leiomyomas, later related 
metastases on some of those cases. 

A. Retroperitoneal. Intra-abdominal: This is the most common group of smooth muscle 
tumors in soft tissue. Tumors occur at an average age of 60 and the majority of patients are female 
(66% ). Patients complain of a mass or swelling and weight loss. Often these tumors are huge, 
involving other strucrures and thus unressectable. Occasional prominent cyst formation may cause 
confusion with a cystic neurolemmoma. In over 80% of cases, the mitotic rate will be greater than 5110 
hpf. However, cases with a mitotic rate of 1-4110 bpf should also be considered malignant especially if 
tumors are greater than 7 .5 em and necrosis is present. As a rule, tumo.rs in this group are highly 
aggressive with a 29% five year survival rate. 

B. Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue: Unlike the other two groups, males predominate in this 
category (2-311 MIF). They occur most commonly between the 5th and 7th decade and are found 
predominantly on the extremities in the hair-bearing regions. The cutaneous lesions are small (2 em) 
and can contain discoloration and ulceration. Subcutaneous lesions are larger and without such skin 
changes. Pain is a common fearure in both types. Concerning mitotic rate, over 80% will have greater 
than 2110 hpf. Occasional leiomyosarcomas will demonstrate mitotic rates of about 1/10 hpf. Basically, 
throughout these three groups (A,B,C), any significant (1110 hpf) mitotic rate should be considered 
highly suspicious. As a general rule, leiomyosarcomas of the skin and subcutaneous tissue have a 
better prognosis due to their superficial location. Dermal rumors rarely metastasize (0-10%), but 
subcutaneous rumors metastas1ze in 30-40% of cases. Local recurrence of dermal rumors does not 
necessarily lead to metastatic disease. 

C. Vascular Origin: Leiomyosarcomas may arise from medium or large veins such as the 
inferior vena cava. Of these three groups, these are the least common. Within the inferior vena cava 



(IVC) group, a marked female predominance is noted (80-90% ). Tumors may be of the upper third 
IVC (with jaundice, Budd-Chiari syndrome, ascites); middle third NC (with RUQ pain mimicking 
biliary diseas.e); or the lower third NC (with leg edema). In tumors of other arteries or veins, the sex 
ratio is about equal. The occurrence of true benign leiomyomas arising from vessels is rare (this 
statement does not refer to the so-called vascular leiomyoma). 

Microscopic Features: Leiomyosarcomas are composed of spindle cells with eosinophilic 
cytoplasm having the classic "cigar-shaped" nucleus. Occasional nuclei will show a vacuole at one end 
of the nucleous. On trichrome stain, the cytoplasm is deep red and on PT AH stain purple-blue. 
Glycogen can usually be found within leiomyosarcomas. Many tumors contain large areas of 
hyalinization; necrosis and hemorrhage can also be found. Nuclear pleomorphism should alert one to 
search for mitoses, but should be disregarded for diagnostic purposes; it is mainly useful in grading a 
known smootlimuscle malignancy. 

Smooth Muscle Tumors: Subtypes & Variable Patterns 
I. Usual Spindle Cell type (B&M) I -Alternating 
2. Pleomorphic (B&M) I Bundles 
3. Epithelioid (B&M) I -Vacuoles* 
4. Myxoid throughout (lvl) I 
4. Dedifferentiated (M) I -Myxoid areas 

*"Leiomyoblastomas" are vacuolated epithelioid SMT, mostly benign; 
they must be evaluated by mitotic rate and may be malignant; the 
term should be abandoned. 

Subtypes!V ariants: Occasional smooth muscle tumors exhibit an epithelioid appearance. 
Most of these tumors contain eosinophilic cytoplasm and occur in any site although they are more . 
common in the uterus and stomach. The epithelioid nature does not imply malignancy; these tumors 
shm!ld be evaluated on the basis of mitotic rate as described above. Occasional epithelioid smooth 
muscle tumors may contain very prominent clear or vacuolated cytoplasm, which were originally 
termed "leinmyoblastomas". However, this feature is not noted on frozen section or ultrastructurally, 
anc! has been found to be due to formalin fixation; like Evans, I and many others believe this term 
should be abandoned. This phenomenon may be the cause of the "clear cell" variant described by 
Hasliimotn et al. With some smooth muscle tumors, focal myxoid changes can be seen and rarely 
such changes will be present throughout the neoplasm. If myxoid thl'oughout, the lesion may 
behave aggressively and indeed the number of mitoses may not be a reliable way of predicting the 
biologic behavior of this variant (Salm et al). Beware of the myxoid smooth muscle tumor. 
The pleomorphic type still retains its fascicular pattern and thus can be. distinguished from MPH; this 
is an example of what I call "pleomorphism within a phenotype". · 

Natul'al History: The course of non-uterine leiomyosarcomas, like their uterine 
counterparts, is uniformly deadly when metastases develop. Except for GI cases, specific data 
concerning ftve year survival rates is not reported due to the rarity of these neoplasms. The five year 
survival rate of retroperitoneal leiomyosarcomas is 30%. The local recurrence rate of skin and 
subcutaneous tumors is 42%; and Hashimoto et al report a 61% 5-year survival for soft tissue 
leiomyosarcomas. From ECOG data, the 5-year survival of metastatic leiomyosarcoma is 19% from 
initia:l diagnosis. 

Prognostic Factors: Although leiomyosarcomas are ·graded in a stepwise fashion (I, II, 
ill) based on nuclear pleomorphism, necrosis, and mitotic rate; the grade may not be totally predictive 
in an individual case. Thus, regardless of site, perhaps the single most important prognostic factor is 
resectibility. This explains the good prognosis of the superficial skin and subcutaneous tumors. 

MITOTIC COUNT AND MALIGNANCY IN SMOOTH MUSCLE TUMORS 
SITE BENIGN BORDERLINE MALIGNANT MA!.IGNANT FEATIJRES 
Uterine 1-4110 hpf 5-9110 hpf" 10110 ~pf" 
GI tract 0/10 hpf 1110 hpf, if consistent size > 5-6 ·cm 

5110 hpf =definite necrosis 
pleomorphism 



Skin/Sub- 0110 lipf " 1110 hpf, if consistent 
cumneous 2110 hpf; definite 
Retro- 1-4110 hpf size> 7.5 em 
peritoneum 0110 hpf 5110 hpf; definite necrosis 
Vascular 0110 Iipf 1-4110 hpf large size 

necrosis 
Soft Tissue 1-2/10 hpf (depth important) 
*Criteria are applicable mainly to spindled tumors without significant atypia or epithelioid morphology. 
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CASE 16. 27941 Sarcoma suspicious for Endometrial Stromal Sarcoma 

IDSTORY: A 75-year-old. female presented with acute abdominal catastrophe. bleeding 
intraperitoneally with increasing abdominal size. Her hemoglobin was 6.8 on admission, with a low 
blood pressure. CT scan revealed a 20 em mass in her left lower quadrant. An exploratory 
laparoromy, sigmoid colectomy with primary anastomosis, and gastrostomy rube placement were 
performed. The specimen of sigmoid colon and mesentery contained a large hemorrhagic soft tan and 
mostly necrotic tumor located in the mesenteric fat, in aggregate measuring 15 x 15 x 10 em. The 
rumor extended through the mesenteric fat to the serosal surface. The colonic mucosa had a normal 
mucosal pattern. Further seetions showed a predominantly gelatinous mass of tissue. No discrete 
lymph nodes were identified in the pericolonic fatty tissue. 

Differential Diagnosis 
Synovial sarcoma 
Ewing's sarcoma/PNET 
Desmoplastic small round cell tumor (SRCT) 
Histiocytic malignancy 
Hemangiopericytoma 
Other- stromal sarcoma 

In this highly cellular tumor, all of the above can be considered. Mocphologically, the cells were 
incredibly uniform, and there were also areas of slight clumping ofcells. Only a handful of soft tissue 
sarcomas have an exactly uniform histologically. As one looks at the cells at high power, they had a 
slightly rounded or "epithelioid" histo1ogically when looser areas are visualized. There were no. 
rosettes, nor were there the typical fibrous bands of Ewing's sarcoma. Against synovial sarcoma was 
the lack of overlapping nuclei, although this is weak evidence. Without desmoplasia, the desmoplastic 
SRCT would be highly unlikely; there are rare non-desmoplastic variants but they still have a nesting 
pattern not seen here. Histiocytic malignancy - true histiocytic lymphoma or Langerhans histiocytosis 
-have different nuclei, bent and grooved respectively. Of importance here is the occasional presence 
of a cording pattern, the presence of significant cytoplasm (against PNET), the low mitotic rate and 
lack of much apoptosis (against PNET), and the similarity in appearance to endometrial stromal cells in 
edematous areas. 

Immunohistochemical Results - this case 
Desmin + SlOO CD34 -
HHF35 HMB45 CD31 
·SMActin F 13a FVlli 
Myoglob. CD68 EMA 
Viment. MIC2 + CK-AE 
NSE + Chromog CK-CAM 
And positive Estrogen & Progesterone receptors!! 

Note tbe presence of desm.in which would be rare in Ewing's or PNET although focal ractions have 
been reported. The presence of NSE is non-specific. The lack of epithelial markers excludes synovial 
sarcoma and desmoplastic SRCT. Hemangiopericytoma is a diagnosis of exclusion and the case was 
CD34 negative. The MIC2 reaction was cytoplasmic and not membrane- again non-specific. The key 
fiQding was the marked estrogen and progesterone receptor content. 

Lessons: This case illustrates several lessons to be constantly remembered when d~aling with a 
potenti3:! soft tissue tumor. First, the lack of proper history is so common in dealing with any 
case in surgical pathology including sarcomas. In this case. it is unknown whether or not the patient 
had a prior lesion, but it is now worth checking. Secondly, when viewing a potential soft tissue 
tumor, if the pattern is unusual, it is my belief that one sbould begin to think of other possibilities of 
non-soft tissue origin which would include GI stromal tumors, endometrial stromal sarcoma, and 



mesothelioma, and the like. Third, immunohistochemical stains can be of immense value, within a 
given differential diagnosis. Here, the use of estrogen receptor and progesterone receptor on tbe 
paraffin tissue allowed for a rather frrm and confident diagnosis as there are only a handful of tumors 
in the body with extensive expression of these hormone receptors. 

As a personal note, I always consider stromal sarcoma in a lung or abdominal lesion I can't 
otherwise explain fully, in which case I order the hormone stains. 
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CASE 17. 26417 Rhabdomyosarcoma, embryonal with pleomorphic areas 

HISTORY: A 27-year-old Hispanic male initially presented with a large deformity of the mandible, 
especially on the right side. He had previously undergone antibiotic treatment of what was thought to 
be an abscess while living in Mexico. He was reevaluated in this country and an oral surgeon did a 
biopsy, which confmned malignancy. Physical examination of the oral cavity revealed a large mass 
which was arising from the floor of the mouth and pushing the tongue up and backwards. The mass 
was involving the entire mandible and floor of the mouth. 

The specimen weighed 316 grams, and showed an overall .dimension of 12 x 9 x 7 em. The 
specimen included mandible with molar teeth, and showed a large fungating tumor mass which 
occupied the mid-portion of the specimen, including the entire area between the symphysjs of the 
mandible. In the mid-portion, at the superior surface, the specimen was ulcerated and showed a 2.0 x 
1 . .5 q.n grayish-red protruding area. Sectioning through the tumor itself showed a lobulated grayish
white appearance. The tumor mass was quite extensive, and in the midline, near the fungating nodule, 
there were zones of mahogany red blo.oclclot and reddish-tan hemorrhage. A yellow soft grumous 
area of necrosis was also noted grossly. · 

Differential Diagnosis 
Leiomyosarcoma 
MFH 
MPNST 

Rhabdomyosarcoma, spindle cell 
RMS, embryonal/pleomorphic 

The fibrillar character of the cytoplasm is evidence against leiomyosarcoma, MPNST, and MFH. One 
question this case raises is whether the lesion arose in soft tissue or bone; there are rare pr:imary RMS 
of bone (see references). 

Immunohistochemical Results -this case 
Des min + SlOO CD34 -
HHF35 + HMB45 CD31 
SMActin Fl3a FVIII 
Myoglob. +f CD68 EMA 
Vjment. MIC2 +f CK-AE 
NSE +f Chromog CK-CAM 

Nme that while the results confirm a skeletal muscle differentiation, there is also MIC2 reactivity which 
has been reported in RMS. Note also the weak NSE reaction which can occur occasionally. 

Rhal)domyosarcomll (RMS) The vast majority of RMS do not occur in the extremities, where the 
bulk of the skeletal muscle resides. Rather, there are a host of claSsic locations, each with its own 
typiCal histology and Dfltural history. Though the. vast majority of cases occur in the first decade, this 
js_ not true for the paratesticular apd extremity cases, both of which are found in adolescence. Rarely, 
cases occur congenitally or in adults over 40 years of age. The majoricy of adult pleomorphic RMS, as 
<liagnosed in the past, were likely examples of MFH. The natural history of RMS is that of a highly 
aggressive tumor that either kills the patient or is cured by modem chemotherapy. Although the 
prognosis is dependent upon factors such as site and histology, if is most dependent upon the Group (a 
type of staging). In general, patients in Groups I or II (with either completely resected disease or 
microscopic disease remaining, respectively) are frequently cured. In contrast, patients with locally 
unresectable or metastatic disease (Groups ill and IV, respectively) frequently die. 

Conventional RMS Classification The majority of RMS are classified as embryonal, consisting 
of sheets of poorly to moderately differentiated cells with a rounded morphology. In contrast to 
Ewing's sarcoma, the nucleus is eccentrically placed, and the rest of the cytoplasm ap~ars more 
granular and eosinophilic. Such cells will be present, at least focally, in the majority of cases. As cells 
become larger, the cytoplasm may appear fibrillar and encircle the nucleus. Cross-striations are 
uncommon and are present in about half of embryonal (and 20% of alveolar) RMS. Thus, they cannot 



be used as sole criteria for diagnosis and, in fact, may be found in other tumors disguised in the form 
of trapped skeletal-muscle fibers. Again unlike Ewing's sarcoma, occasional spindling can be seen, 
and in such fields the characteristic "strap" cells may be identified: The cytoplasmic borders run in 
parallel for a certain length without tapering. When such cells are present throughout RMS, the tumor 
mimicks the myotubular stage of normal muscle development and the lesion is considered well 
differentiated. This has been called the spindle cell variant or leiomyomatous variant to call 
attention to the confusion it may cause. The embryonal pattern is the most common type of RMS in 
practically all sites. 

Whenever EMS occurs near a lumen or a space (such as the genitourinary or gynecological tract 
and conjunctiva), the bocyroid type is most commonly found. This is a variant of the embryonal type 
with a density of cells just below the adjacent epithelium - the cambium layer. Here, characteristic 
small strap cells are located. This type accounts for about 1/4 th of RMS; 75% of all botyroid rumors 
occur in the GU tract 

Rhabdomyosarcoma -Cytogenetics 
Alveolar RMS: t(2;13)(q37;ql4} or variants = t(1 ;13) and t(2;11) 
Embryonal: more complex - translocations of2q37, 2q25, 13ql4 (32%), and llql3 

LOH at 11 pin all informative E-Rl\1S tested 
Botryoid t(8;ll)(ql2-13;q21) 

The alveolar RMS affects patients at a higher mean age than the other types, frequently found in 
adolscents with lesions on the extremities and trunk. Jt is this histologiC type which has the worst 
prognosis when all other variables are held constant. The tumor is divided by small fibrous septa 
between which tumor cells float discobesively in oval or elongated spaces. Cells at the periphery of 
the alveoli hug these septa. While differentiation may differ from case to case, most are largely · 
noncytoplasmic tumors, and only scattered eosinophilic cells can be seen. Unlike other types, 
multinucleated giant cells with a wreath of nuclei are frequently found. Little in the way of spindle
shaped cells is identified. Luckily, muscle markers are often reactive. There is a recently recognized 
solid variant that fails to form the nearly pathognomonic alveolar spaces except in very small foci. It 
can be recognized by the presence of the aforementioned tumor giant cells. Alveolar RMS may present 
with bone marrow metastases or tumor cell leukemia. 

Pleomorphic RMS js actually quite rare. Unusual childhood and rare adult cases can be found. 
The cells are very much reminiscent of those seen in rhabdomyoma with abundant eosinophilic and 
granular cytoplasm. The cell shape may be elongated and boxcar-like or round to polygonal. Unlike 
MFH, the nuclei are usually regular, single, and round; if-multinucleated, the nuclear lobes are nearly 
the same size. It seems that such cases are now considered variants of the embryonal tvpe with more 
prominent cytoplasmic differentiation. 

New Classification (Tsokos et al , APLM 116:847, 1992; Asmar et aL Cancer 74: 2579, 1994) 
The Intergroup Rhabdomyosarcoma Study bas grown dissatisfied with the predictive value of 

the conventional classification and has begun to designate tumors as either favorable (botyroid, well 
differentiated and most embryonal RMS) and unfavorable. The unfavorable tumors are those with 
anaplastic features, alveolar histology, or very poorly differentiated RMS with monomorphous round
cell morphology like the solid variant of alveolar RMS. With this designation, the unfavorable 
category comprises approximately 20% of cases and has a 2-year disease-free survival rate of 72% 
(versus 89% for favorable cases). If a tumor has any alveolar morphology it should be so classified. 

Rhabdomyosarcoma - New NCI Classifica tion: Cytologic, not histologic 
Embryonal (includes botryoid) 

Aggressive histology 
Spindle cell, leiomyomatous 
Pleomorphic 

Alveolar (includes solid variant) 
Ewing's like 



Monomorphic 
Pleomorphic 
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CASE 18. 27639 Spindle Cell Lipoma, myxoid 

HISTORY: This 42-year-old male presented with an occipital mass. The specimen consisted of a 
soft tan mass which measured 2.5 em in diameter. 
Differential Diagnosis 

Neurofibroma 
Spindle cell lipoma 

Fibrous histiocytoma 
Solitary fibrous rumor 

The haphazard arrangement of the nuclei in a neurofibroma together with the different type of 
fibrillar background, allow neurofibroma to be excluded in this case. Here, the nuclei here are oriented 
one to another and seemed to flow in a stream. Fibromatosis also has a different collagenized 
background, being a continuous bed of collagen with only scattered thicker collagen bundles, such as 
keloidal collagen. Also, the cells are dispersed singly and the nuclei are not closely opposed as in this 
lesion. A fibrous histiocvtoma bas a storiform pauem, even when infiltrating a fat lobule. 

Imrnu.nohistochemical 
Des min 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 

Results - this case 
SlOO 
HMB45 
Fl3a 
CD68 

CD34 
CD3 1 
FVill 
ElviA 

++ 

Spindle Cell Lipoma The name of this benign rumor betrays its content: an ordinary lipoma with a 
variable content of bland spindle cells. Absent are the lipoblasts and capillary network of liposarcoma 
The spindle cells morphologically remind one of those seen in neurofibroma - the nuclei may be wavy 
but bland. In fact, distinction between a neurofibroma or a fibrous histiocy10ma deep within fat can be 
difficult in those cases where s11indle cells predominate. The spindle cell lipoma however fails to 
exhibit a storifonn pattern and IS frequently more cellular than the usual neurofibroma. Its clinical 
presentation is highly typical with the vast majority oflesions occurring in elderly males on the back of 
the neck or shoulder. It is unusual for the tumor to recur and the spindle cell element is SlOO negative. 
The presence of the thin collagen bands, often in parallel array, is very typical and 
contrasts with the collagen found in the other lesions. 

Spindle cell lipoma is likely related to pleomorphic lipoma, as a number of the latter have a 
population of bland spindle cells and appear to conbine fearures of both lesions. Recently, Brooks et 
al have proposed that there may be 2 subtypes of SCL (regular and myxoid) and that the regular type 
may be related to soliwy fibrous rumor (SFT). 

Spindle cell lipoma- Characteristic findings 
Bland spindle cells, palisading occasionally, wavy nuclei in some 
C.ollagen bands= thio, 8arallel No thrombi, haphazard nuclei, storifonn pattern 
Muscle marker & S 10 negative. CD34 positive! 

Angervall L, Dahl!, Kindblom L. Save-Soderbenb J. Spindle Cell Lipoma. Acta Path. Microbial. Scand. 1976: A,84: 
477-487. 
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CASE 19. 26175 Liposarcoma, myxoid & round cell ("cellular myxoid") 

HISTORY: A 41-year-old white male presented with a chief complaint of a painless rapidly 
enlarging left thigh mass which had been present for 8 months. There was no history of trauma. 
Physical exam revealed a flnn subcutaneous mass measuring 16 em in greatest dimension. There was 
no palpable lymphadenopathy. CT scan showed a solid soft tissue mass with a central area of 
necrosis. An open biopsy was performed on 12!30187. Wide local excision was performed on 
1/14188. Received fresh was an encapsulated fum mass with an overlying ellipse of tan-white skin, 
and a portion of attached red-brown muscle. The specimen weighed 835 grams and the mass 
measured 16 x 10.5 x 7 em. The capsule is composed of thick fibrous white tissue. The cut surface 
bulged above the capsule and showed numerous nodules of tan-white to pink-tan mucoid soft tissue 
with a central area of green yellow cystic degeneration. 

Differential Diagnosis 
MFH, myxoid 
Liposarcoma, myxoid 
Liposarcoma, round cell 

- cellular myxoid 
Leiomyosarcoma, epithelioid 

Immunohistochemical 
Desmin +* 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 

Results 
SlOO 
HMB45 
Fl3a 
CD68 
MlC2 

CD34 -
CD31 
FVIII 
EMA 
CK-AE 

There is no evidence for a smooth muscle phenotype, and myxoid MFH is excluded practically on the 
basis of morphology alone; MFH may show actin, Fl3a, and CD68 reactivity- all of which are 
negative here. 

Myxoid Liposarcoma This is the most common single subtype of liposarcoma, representing 37-
50% (Enzinger), presents at an earlier age than WDL, with a roughly even distribution from 20 to 60 
yrs; the larger rumors (usually in thigh rather than retroperitoneum) occur in older patients, perhaps 
giving some idea of growth rate. The average size at presentation is 4cm. As with liposarcomas in 
gener.U, they are commonest in the lower limb, and are essentially unknown in the subcutaneous 
tissues. Myxoid liposarcomas are less common in the retroperitoneum than WDL. 

Grossly, myxoid liposarcomas are well demarcared and can shell out, but are not encapsulated. 
They are lobulated, and lobules may be left behind if shelled out. The cut surface is usually highly 
mucoid, translucent and gelatinous, with occasional grayish (fibrous) areas, and occasional small cysts 
(corresponding to mucoid pools). 

Histologically, myxoid liposarcoma closely resembles fetal fat, with prelipoblasts and 
lipoblasts, a prominent capillary vascularure, and a myxoid stroma. A spectrum of appearances can be • 
seen, paralleling the normal process of histogenesis and maturation of fat. Many cells lack cytoplasmic 
vacuolation and can be regarded as prelipoblasts; they have an oval or spindle-shaped nucleus, 
indistinct cell membranes and cytoplasm which lacks vacuolation. However, the diagnosis can be 
made in the absence of typicallipoblasts if the other features are present. The lipoblasts are often 
aggregated at the edges of the lobules and have one vacuole ("signet ring lipoblasts") or sometimes 
two. The vasculature of myxoid liposarcoma is one of its key characteristics: the vessels are 
actually capillaries with a very thin appearance and, furthermore, with almost 90 degree branchinK in a 
true chicken wire nerwork. Furthermore, the cells are quite small, rarely spindly, hardly every stellate 
or perigemmal, and frequently will show intracytoplasmic vacuoles (lipoblasts). All those fearures are 
found in this case. 

An interesting finding here is the presence of so-called "lymphangioma-like" effect wherein 



th~fe: are degenerative cyst-like spaces. Where these coalesce, the appearance of lung tissue can be 
rrum1cked. 

Mitoses are scarce, and significam pleomoepbjsm is not resent. About one third of cases have 
S!OO positive cells (Hashimoto 1984). Stromal featu.res seen include sometimes inflammatory cells 
(plasma cells, lymphocytes), and benign (metaplastic) cartilage. 

. Prognosis (En2.ing~r & Winslow, Azumi et al) The pooled local recurrence rate in myxoid 
LS 1s about 50%, and muluple recurrences are not uncommon. About 25-35% (48% after 10 yrs in 
Eva~s I ~88 series) metastasize, t~ lun$s, liver, bones, lymph nodes. However, the average fu 
sum val 1S 75%, and ten year survJVal m the region of 50% of cases. 

Cytogen~t~cs of Rou~d Cell Lip?sar~oma & Theories of Origin In myxojd liposarcoma a 
~haractensuc translocauon bas been 1dentJfied (t(l2; 16)]. In this location the CHOP gene bas been 
tdenufied and ther~ may be a probe for this gene in t~e fu~re for potential diagnostic use. Recently. a 
case of round cell hposarcoma was found to have an 1dent1cal translocation. The cytogenetics of the 
cas~ presented were interesting: there was an insertion--46XX ins(12;16)(ql3; pll,p l3), a fmding 
which has not been reported before, although this is a variation on the t(l2;16) translocation of myxoid 
liposarcoma and would likely result in a similar molecular effect. 

M:yxoid liposarcoma Molecular Biology 
CHOP, at 12q 13, encodes nuclear inhibitor of C/EBP 
CIEBP (CCAA T/enhancer binding) transcription factors 

high levels in normal fat 
adipocytic differentiation of fibroblasts 
cytokine induced de-differentiation, adipocytes 
growth arrest of differential adipocytes 

Rearrangement in myx lipos, not in other tumors with similar breakpoints 
(lipoma, leiomyoma, clear cell) 

Abnormally long transcript and protein 
Fusion with TLS, nuclear RNA binding like EWS 

Round Cell Liposarcoma (RCLS) The overall incidence of RCLS is estimated at 8-20% 
of all liposarcomas. Round cell liposarcomas occur in the deep soft tissues of the thigh and 
retroperitooeum most commonly. They occur at a slightly younger group than myxoid or well 
differentiated liposarcomas. The typical tumor is quite large and displays areas of hemorrhage and 
necrosis. As a rule, they are highly cellular rumors composed of polygonal cells with single round to 
oval nuclei. Lipoblasts may be seen throughout or only focally. The vascularity of the tumor may be 
difficult to see due to the high degree of cellularity. Ultrastructurally round cell liposarcoma is similar 
to myxoid liposarcoma in baving a dilated rough endoplasmic reticulum, an external lamina, and 
variably sized membrane-bound vacuoles containing electron dense material. Some cells have a few 
large lipid droplets. 

Relationship to Myxoid Type RCLS appears to be part of a spectrum with myxoid 
liposarcomas at one end and the more highly cellular variant at the other. Round cell liposarcoma has 
come to be regarded therefore as the more poorly differe.ntiated form of myxoid liposarcoma and 
histologically the two patterns may be seen in association in a fair number of cases. Pure round cell 
liposarcoma is rare. Long ago Enterline called round cell liposarcomas "poorly differentiated myxoid 
liposarcoma". Now there is a return to that type of designation. Indeed in the new WHO 
classification, round cell liposarcoma is considered a poorly differentiated myxoid type. Most 
recently. Evans has proposed that previously diagnosed RCLS be called "cellular myxoid liposarcoma" 
when the tumor contains more than 25% of highly cellular tissue. Thus, liposarcomas may now be 
divided into two groups: l ) the well differentiated/pleomorphic liposarcoma group including 
dedifferentiated liposarcoma (MPH-like morphology) and pleomorphic liposarcoma; and 2) the 
myxoid/round cell liposarcoma spectrum. 

When to Diagnose RCLS Round cell llposarcoma is diagnosable when any lipocytic 
tumor, myxoid or not, contains a greater than 25% of the round cell morphology (mixed 



myxoid/round cell histology), according to the Evans criteria. Highly cellular areas of a myxoid 
liposarcoma can be considered round cell morphology. However, caution is recommended since 
myxoid liposarcomas may have increased cellularity at the periphery of lobules and therefore mimic 
round cell liposarcoma; if just in this location, this is !lQl round cell liposarcoma. A round cell 
liposarcoma must have at least a broad sheet of cells comprising several low power microscopic fields 
in order to indicate a true round cell morphology and metastatic capability. 

Recently, Smith eta! have studied the quantity of round cell morphology on survival and 
showed a decreased survival with increasing content. 

When to diagnose Grade II Myxoid Liposarcoma If the cellular area is small and 
limited to a portion of. one slide in a typical myxoid liposarcoma, one may use the designation "myxoid 
liposarcoma with focal round cell morphology". Such an area in a myxoid liposarcoma would be cause 
to up the grade from Grade I to Grade II. A larger area of at least 25% of the rumor would cause the 
tumor to be designated round cell liposarcoma (Grade III). 

Does RCLS exist? Evans has declared that RCLS does not exist because it is really cellular 
myxoid liposarcoma However, clinicians are familiar with this term, and there is a body of literature 
utilizing this term for many years. Therefore, it is recommended that the terminology continue to be 
used despite the fact that it clearly does represent the most cellular end of the myxoid liposarcoma 
spectrum. 

STT: Mole·cular Biology Cytogenetic findings key 
Common mechanism for tumor formation in 4 rumors 
Ewing's/PNET EWSIFLil transcription factor 
Alveolar RMS PAX3/ transcription factor 
Myxoid LS CHOPrrLS transcription factor 
Clear cell sa EWS/ A TF 1 transcription factor 

Myxoid MFH versus Myxoid LS These tumors differ both in cell type and in vascularity. First 
of all, at medium power, one immediately notices prominent nuclear variation in NIFH (pleomorphism 
in my mind is defined at this power), whereas myxoid liposarcoma tends to be a uniform rumor in a 
vast majority of cases. The cells at high power also differ: MFH cells tend to be elongated and 
spindly, even though occurring singly. They often show a stellate shape. Myxoid liposarcoma cells 
tend to be small, slightly oval or at the most, minimally spindled. The vasculature in myxoid MFH is 
prominent but different: the vessels appear pinker and thicker, and they have a widely arcing 
formation, in contrast to myxoid liposarcoma where the vessels are thin capillaries with more 
shonened arcs and right angle branching (i.e., the so-called "capillary network"). MFH myxoid type 
is often subcutaneous - also a help, since most myxoid liposarcomas are deeper rumors. 

Other myxoid rumors should be considered in the differential diagnosis and include myxoid 
chondrosarcoma (neaily avascular), recurrent myxoid dermatofibrosarc.oma protuberans (recurrence 
would likely place a tumor in the subcutaneous region without a dermal component; this lacks 
pleomorphism), myxoid leiomyosarcoma (nuclei differ, also groups of cells form separated bundles), 
myxoid malignant nerve sheath rumor, myxoid melanoma (why an S 100 stain should always be 
performed when MFH is a possibility), low grade myxofibrosarcoma (perhaps the grade 0-1 end of 
the myxoid MFH spectrum), and Evans low grade fibromyxoid sarcoma. 
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CASE 20. 27720 Liposarcoma, dedifferentiated, grade 3 

ffiSTORY: A 62 year old man had a 5 year history of increasing right scrotal swelling. There was 
no prior history of cancer. The right pararesticular mass was resected. The en block resection 
weighted 1070 grams and included spermatic cord, testicle and soft tissue overlying a large bosselated 
mass. The distal spermatic cord was without gross abnormalities. More proximally, the spermatic 
cord was enveloped by the mass and difficult to identify. TI1e bosselated mass measured 18 x 7 x 17 
em and did not grossly perforate the surrounding soft tissue nor did it involve the testicle or head of the 
epididymis. On sectioning, the mass consisted of multiple nodules of a variegated appearance, ranging 
from translucent and myxoid (10%) to fum, medium pink-tan with areas of white fibrosis (60%) and a 
gritty texrure on cut section. These nodules ranged up to 7 em in diameter and in many areas were 
confluent. The surrounding tissue was pale yellow lobulated adipose tissue of variable thickness. The 
inked soft tissue margin juxtaposed adipose tissue, in no areas directly overlying the firm rumor 
nodules. The gross estimate of necrosis volume was less than 5%. 

Differential Diagnosis 
MPH, storiform/pleomorphic 
Dedifferentiated sarcoma 

Leiomyosarcoma 
Liposarcoma, well diff. (WDLS) 

Liposarcoma, pleomorphic 
Liposarcoma, spindle cell 
Liposarcoma, fibrous areas 

Grade 1 dediff. 

The differential diagnosis in this case is listed above. MFH may be excluded on the basis of any other 
type of differentiation. No Jeiomyomatous areas were noted here. Pleomorphic liposarcoma may not 
have any low grade areas and basically resembles an MFH in which there are noticeable lipoblastS, 
both small and pleomorphic. Spindle cell liposarcoma is a recently described but controversial lesion 
with a fibrosarcomatous appearance to some areas; definitive WDLS is or must be visible. Some 
doubt that it deserves a separate designation as it has been known for some time that primary or 
recurrent liposarcoma may take on such an appearance. The fibrou~ areas of WDLS re~emble 
fibromatosis except that there js wjdely scattered pleomorphism visible at low power; it is not a cellular 
tumor. However, I believe one can make a diagnosis of WDLS on the basis of the fibrous nodules 
only, particularly when these are the only component removed- as in a groin tumor [i.e., the surgeon 
removes only the firm areas leaving the fatty regions behind]. 

Immunohistochemical 
Desmin 
HHF35 
SMActin 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 

Results - this case 
s 100 +* 
HMB45 
Fl3a + 
CD68 
MIC2 

CD34 + 
CD31 
FVill 
EMA 
CK-AE 

These results confirm the presence ofrare lipoblastic cells (SlOO positive); the CD34 is also commonly 
found in the fibrous areas of WDLS. 

Atypical Lipoma (Lipomatous Tumor); Well Differentiated Liposarcoma (WDLS) and 
Dedifferentiated Liposarcoma 

About one third of all liposarcomas, these are rumors of the middle-aged and elderly, with a 
60-70 peak, and a slight male predominance, and are most frequent (and often very large) in the 
retroperitoneum followed by lower limb including inguinal region. In the limbs they are deep to deep 
fascia and can be intramuscular. Another typical site is paratesticular, where there are about 90 reported 
cases. Grossly, they are yeUow fatty tumors perhaps focally myxoid but without hemorrhage and 
necrosis. 
Histologically. lipoma-like, sclerosing and inflammatory subtypes are recognised. The first two (and 
sometimes all three) may coexist and represent variations of the same tumour, although they can also 
appear separately. In lipoma-like liposarcoma, large areas may resemble lipoma, indicating the 



need for extensive sampling (at least one block per em of diameter), particularly of greyish fibrous
looking areas. An irregularity in size of far cells is a clue, and cells with atypical irregular nuclei are 
also frequently seen, particularly in fibrous areas which, in sclerosing liposarcoma, appear as 
broad bands of focally myxoid, variably cellular or densely fibrous tissue (sclerosing liposarcoma has 
been likened to hypocellular fibrosarcoma inftltrating ran. The diagnostic feature is the presence in this 
context of cells with distinctly atypical and pleomorphic hyperchromatic nuclei, including lipoblasts 
with one or multiple lipid vacuoles. They are often less numerous than the non-lipoblastic· atypical 
cells, sight of which should prompt a search for atypicallipoblasts to substanUate the diagnosis and 
rule out other sarcomas infiltrating fat. In all types, mitoses are Tare. 

Pleomorphic areas are also very occasionally found, but dedifferentiation ,is more likely in 
recurrent \\TI)LS. The vasculature is not prominent, although occasional myxoid liposarcoma-like 
areas can be seen, as can haemangiopericytomatous patterns. Stromal findings can include metaplastic 
bone (±osteoclast-like giant cells), inftltrates of lymphocytes, etc inflammatory liposarcoma (see 
below). Smooth muscle has been reported in three cases (Evans, 1990). 

Atypical Lipomatous Tumor or Atypical Lipoma is the suggested term for a rumor 
with the morphology of well-differentiated liposarcoma, ie differentiated fatty tumour containing 
atypical cells and/or lipoblastg, occurring in the deep soft tissues of extremities. The concept is 
proposed because clinically lipoma-like and sclerosing WDL in the soft tissues of the limbs and girdles 
do not metastasize, and indeed rarely recur if completely excised. Evans has suggested that all these, 
arid subcutaneous pleomorphic lipoma, be included in the category atypical lipomatous tumour; Azumi 
et al point out tha.t for "superficial differentiated fatty neoplasms containing atypical c.ells" the term 
atypical lipoma implies only a peculiar morphology, but. that for ileep- and intramuscular ones, the 
same term draws attention both to the morphology and to the tendency to recur. The pathology report 
should state the likely behaviour to avoid ambiguity. 
On the other hand, histologically identical retroperitoneal tumors recur in 60-100% of cases, can be 
fatal by local growth, metastasise in up to 18% (Kindblom, 1975) and dedifferentiate more often. For 
these, the term WD liposarcoma is retained, although in a recent I 0 year follow up study Evans (1988) 
has suggested that the term atypical lipomatous tumor should actually include those of retroperitoneum 
since, in spite of uncontrolled recurrence, none metastasised. They may, however, dedifferentiate and 
then metastasize. Dedifferentiation is most likely in retroperitoneal tumors but has also been 
occasionally described in limb tumours (Brooks & Connor, 1990). This signifies the potential for 
metastatic disease occurring from such cases, although without metastasis as yet. It should where 
possible receive adequate local excision but, because of the extreme unlikelihood of malignancy, not 
aggressive or mutilating surgery, or irradiation. 

Dedifferentiation This was defined specifically by Evans as bi!!h!v cellular areas which also 
must have a mitotic rate of at least 5/10 hpf. (Grade 3) This case certainly meets those criteria. 
However, there have been a few recent studies which re-defme this and allow for less cellularity and 
fewer mitoses (in other words· allowing for both Grade 2 as well as Grade 3 dedifferentiation). 
Neither the amount of dedifferentiation - size - nor the Grade have been predictive of the time to 
recurrence·or metastases, or the overall survival. 

Pleomorphic Lipoma: Occasionally, the differential diagnosis can be between a pleomorphic 
lipoma and an atypical lipoma (or well differentiated liposarcoma). Both may have florette cells, 
scattered collagen bundles, and nuclear atypia (see table). 

Differential ])jagnosis: Pleomorphic lipoma vs AL T/WDLS 
P!eomowbic lipoma Atypical lipoma {W])LS. extremitv) 

Spindle cells 
Collagen bands 
Sclerosis 
Broad fibrous septa 
Floret ceUs 
Lipoblasts 
Bizarre nuclei 

+ + 
+ 
+1-

++ 
+1-

+ 
+ 
+ 
+1-
+ 
+ 



Location superficial deep 

Usually, in an atypical lipoma there are broad fibrous septa dissecting the lesion. Here one has the 
combination of iloret cells, large bizarre nuclei as well as scattered lipoblasts. Lipoblasts may also be 
seen in pleomorphic lipoma, although to· a lesser extent. The overall circumscription, while not 
actually being a true capsule, can be seen in either lesion. 

Does such a distinction matter? Actually, the recurrence rates for these two tumors are 
similar although typical lipoma can be expected to recur at a higher rate if not completely excised. 
Neither lesion has the capability of metastasis ani! both do require a true excision. the importance of 
such a distinction woulil be in the possible occurrence of dedifferentiation in an atypical lipoma, if not 
in the primary tumor, then subsequently in a recurrence. In any case, the clinical management of these 
two lesjons js·nearlv equjva!ent. 
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CASE 21. 27705 Malignant fibrous histiocytoma, chest wall 

HISTORY: This 67-year-old male who had no previous history of seeking medical care due to 
religious beliefs first presented with a lump in the right breast near the axillary area, noticed 14 months 
earlier. He stated that it began as a small nodule near the tail of the breast, but had noted a rather rapid 
enlargement of the mass beginning in March 1994. About I month. prior to biopsy, the mass began 
draining and had become painful about 1 month prior to that. The patiem stated that the mass had 
enlarged to the point where he could no longer lower his right arm. Past medical history was 
significant for an empyema secondary to pneumonia which was drained, at age 8. A partial right 
chest wall resection and axillary dissection, with reconstruction with a right latissimus myocutaneous 
flap and multiple split-thickness skin grafts from both thighs were performed on February 3, 1995. 

This 3,838 gram specimen included a portion of chest wall that, from inferolateral to 
superomedial, measured 38 em and 90 degrees to that measured 26 em. The specimen measured from 
the skin surface 13 em in depth, but total depth from the top was roughly 19 em. Occupying most of 
the specimen was a pink-white, fleshly mass which protruded from the surface of the skin. The 
fungating mass consisted of multiple lobules which were necrotic and gray-red. These protruded up to 
6.0 em above the skin surface. On the deep margin, there was a portion of axillary contents. Also on 
the deep margin medially, almost directly underneath the nipple, there was a small white nodule not 
covered by fascia or muscle. There was a separate large lobule of tumor in the axillary fat that 
measured 8 x 7 x 3.5 em, which may have been a lymph node. 

Differential Diagnosis 
MFH, storifonnlpleomorphic 
Dedifferentiated sarcoma 

Leiomyosarcoma 
Liposarcoma 

Liposarcoma, pleomorphic 
Melanoma 
Carcinoma, pseudosarcomatous 

Concerning any MFH-like tumor within an organ, such as the breast, lung, larynx, kidney or 
pancreas, one ought to consider the MFH-Iike lesion a pseudosarcomatous carcinoma until 
proven otherwise. It is well known that carcinomas of the these organs may produce lesions 
resembling MFH; cytokeratin immunoreactivity will usually be found within them and will aid in the 
proper diagnosis. Within tbese lesions there are also histologic clues to the diagnosis: These include 
plumper and wider eosinophilic cells in streams, the lack of an ideal storiform panem, and the presence 
of epithelial-like nests at the periphery of the rumor. Occasionally one may be lucky enough to find an 
in-situ lesion accompanying the rumor. 

Another differential diagnostic entity to consider before making the diagnosis of MFH includes 
melanoma. Melanoma can mimic the garden variety storiform-pleomorphic type ofMFH and it can 
also mimic the myxoid type of MFH. Briefly, the histologic features to look for which would signal 
melanoma include: The presence of numerous intranuclear inclusions (although these can be seen in 
MFH); the presence of cords of cells growing in a "separated bundle" wherein the bundle is bounded 
on either side by fibrous tissue containing inflammatory cells; the lack of a idealized storifonn pattern; 
and the presence of an epitheUoid-spindle cell combination pattern. Cenainly an S-1 00 stain will be 
extremely helpful in this differential diagnosis; that antigen has not been observed in MFH. 

Last, the differential diagnosis does include lymphoma on occasion. Some lymphomas are 
highly pleomorphic, and particularly the T -cell lymphomas may contain very large Reed.Stemberg-like 
cells resembling the bizarre cells of MFH. Here, the feature to look for is the nature of of the smaller 
cell component, be they small cleaved lymphocytes, or even large irregular lymphoid cells. Although 
the smaller rumor cells in MFH may contain irregular and indented nuclei, they usually do so within a 
spindled cell or within a more epithelioid cell containing a significant amount of eosinophilic 
cytoplasm. 

Within sarcomas, it is important to realize that a number of other tumors may mimic MFH. 
These tend to be the rumors which may exhibit a storiform pattern (see table below). In this 
instance, attention should be paid to the overall pattern of the spindle cell population. If one identifies 
broad and 



Storiform Pattern: Differential Diagnosis 
Normal Location: none in soft tissue; ovary 
Fibrohistiocytic lesions 

DFSP: throughout, best pattern; tight 
MFH: looser, scattered; SP & Angiomatoid 

Nodular fasciitis, cellular = loose 
Leiomyosarcoma (focal) 
MPNST, nerve sheath (focal) 
Liposarcoma (focal), Others: fibromatosis, thymoma 

very long streaming sheets of spindled cells (as opposed to spindle cells interrupted by the storiform 
pattern), one should consider a smooth muscle tumor. The mere presence of pl_eomorphic cells 
without the characteristic pattern and cytology of MFH is not diagnostic. Pleomorphism may occur in 
high grade leiomyosarcoma and liposarcoma; these pleomorphic cells tend to show some evidence of 
differentiation like the main tumor phenotype rather than be a complete abberation from it. In other 
words, leiomyosarcoma may be quite pleomorphic but the pleomorphic cells are recognizable as 
variations upon the·smooth muscle cell Thus, pleomorphism alone, even if marked, should not result 
in a diagnosis of MFH. Secondly, there is the problem of dedifferentiated tumors in which two 
separate patterns are noted. 

Immunohistochemical 
Desmin 
}IHF35 
SMActin + 
Myoglob. 
Viment. 

Results - this 
S!OO 
HMB45 
Fl3a 
CD68 
MIC2 
Chromog 

case 

+ 

CD34 -
CD31 
FVTII 
EMA 
CK-AE 
CK-CAM 

There is no support for carcinoma, melanoma; leiomyosarcoma may lack desmin and have SMA as is 
true here, but the amount of reactivity was focal rather than diffuse which favors MFH. F13a 
reactivity is not really helpful in distinguishing .MFH from leiomyosarcoma. 

Malignant Fibrous Histiocytoma (MFH) The hallmark of MFH is the presence of atypical 
histiocyte-like cells. With the exception of the inflammatory and angiomatoid types, most MFH 
contain huge pleomorphic cells with irregular nuclear shapes and glassy eosinophilic cytoplasm. 
Occasionally, the cytopla.~m of these large cells is vacuolated; however, they contain 
mucopolysaccharide substances rather than fat Often accompanying these bizarre cells are spindle
shaped cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm and oval nuclei. In the two most common forms (the usual 
and myxoid types), a clear-cut storiform pattern can be identified (perhaps only focally in the myxoid 
type), In addition, many tumors are accompanied by an inflammatory infiltrate , usually lymphocytes 
and occasional plasma cells. Necrosis is also a common finding and mitotic activity is usually quite 
prominent. 

Malignant Fibrous Histiocytoma: Subtypes 
I. Atypical Fibro-Xanthoma 
2. Usual Fibrous-swriform type 
3. Myxoid type (25%) 
4. Giant cell type 
5. Inflammatory type (retroperitoneal) 
6. Angiomatoid type (young patients) 
7. Histiocytoid or "Epithelioid" 

Myxoid MFH: This is defined as an MFH containing greater than 50% myxoid histology. In 



practically every instance, histologic-features resembling the usual .tviFH can be found. The myxoid 
areas are composed of spindle shaped cells with scattered pleomoll?hic cells upon a myxoid 
background. This may cause confusion with myxoid liposarcomas; however, both the cells and the 
background contain hyaluronidase-sensitive mucopolysaccharide. In addition, the myxoid areas rarely 
display the prominent thin capillary vascular structure characteristic of liposarcoma. Tumors display 
vascularity but often have cells clustered against the vessels giving a thicker appearance than the 
capillary network of liposarcoma. The importance of defining this type is its more favorable natural 
history; although the recurrence rate is high, the metastatic rate (23%) is much lower than the usual 
type. 

Interestingly, because Myxoid .tviFH is related to the storiforrn pleomorphic type by virtue of 
containing morphologically identical areas in most cases, Dr. Brooks believes that this is the most 
specific type or representative of MFH and it offers the key to the cell of origin; after 
all, the diagnosis of SIP MFH is complicated as it may be mimicked by many other tumors. Study of 
the myxoid type may prove fruitful in establishing histogenesis. 

Dedifferentiation & the Final Common Pathway: 
Most sarcomas have a single histologic pattern and retain it within metastases (if present). It 

has become apparent that there are a number of primary sarcomas with two different patterns -
namely, one pattern of an identifiable phenotype such as leiomyosarcoma, and another pattern which 
often is .tviFH-like in appearance. When immunohistochemical markers are performed on such cases, 
the original phenotypic pattern usually marks in the appropriate way but the .tviFH-like area (or 
dedifferentiated portion) may either lose·antigenic expression or occasionally retain the expression of 
the differentiated phenotype. In. any case, it appears as if this phenomenon of "dedifferentiation" is 
nonrandom, since the MFH-like pattern is practically always the second pattern noted. 
Dedifferentiation may alternatively be noted onlyin subsequent metastatic disease. It might be 
mentioned that the designation "dedifferentiation" is incorrect: This actually represents a form ofmmor 
progression wherein a more primitive type of cell obtains a growth advantage and begins to occupy the 
majority of the tumor. Due to this phenomenon, it has been proposed that MFH is actually a final 
common pathway ill soft tissue pathology. 

There are several implications of this hypothesis. First of all, when one encounters a 
potential MFH lesion, one should look at the periphery of the tumor for the possibility of identifying a 
more differentiated phenotype, such as leiomyosarcoma. In other words, an MFH may be a 
dedifferentiated tumor of another type in disguise. Secondly, if one is faced with a metastatio lesion in 
the lung, for example, such a lesion may well arise not only from a primary MFH, but also from a 
variety of soft tissue tumors which undergo dedifferentiation to the .tviFH pattern. Thus, examination 
of the-metastatic lesion may not be indicative of the pathology of the primary. 

The third implication of this hypothesis has to do with pathways in mesenchymal 
differentiation. If it is true that dedifferentiation would retrace the steps of differentiation in 
mesenchymal development, then the fact that the MFH phenotype is usually the dedifferentiated 
portion means that the .tviFH cell is more primitive than most other soft tissue phenotypes. 

Prognostic Factors: 
Size: There is a direct correlation between the size,_ depth of tumor, and th~ metastatic rate; 

Rydholm eta! also report a correlation with grade (deeper= higher grade). Recently, in 
a study of extremity cases, Bertoni eta! show a poorer prognosis with size >5 em. 

Superficial tumors: (subcutaneous and superficial fascia) These fair much better than patients 
harboring deeper tumors (intramuscular and retroperitoneal). 

Histologic type: As mentioned above, the myxoid and angiomatoid subtypes are the most 
favorable and the inflammatory variety the least favorable histology. 

Location: On extremities, more distal tumors tend to be more resectable and carry a more 
favorable prognosis. 

Inflammation: Tumors with a prominent inflammatory component have a more favorable 
outlook as far as metastatic potential. (Unlike Inflammatory .tviFH, the host response 
here is lymphoplasmacytic, not neutrophilic). 
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